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ANALYSIS

HE FOUND a great Empire, and he left a small dependency ;
these words would be a more appropriate epitaph to the 

political career of Sir Winston Churchill than most of the tributes 
now paid to him. The imprisoned spirit of the English people will 
break out again from these narrow confines to further greatness. 
George III lost us the first empire, and Churchill the second. The 
third Empire will be the creation of all Europe through English 
inspiration. But for the moment we should briefly contemplate the 
departing calamity. Can it be denied that he has so reduced us ? 
It is he who has said repeatedly that England is only rescued from 
Russian conquest by the accident that American scientists at this 
moment invented the hydrogen bomb. On his own admission his 
war would have brought to us that final disaster if we had not been 
saved by one of the strangest and luckiest chances of all history. So 
we are protected from the death consequence of Churchill’s policies 
by American bombers in Norfolk and the freak products of American 
laboratories. Australia and New Zealand are entirely dependent 
on the American defence system to save them from the militant 
communism which Churchill’s war released in Asia. Canada is 
equally dependent on the economic system of America since the same 
war broke the economic power of Britain. The only Dominions 
which to some extent are independent of American power are South 
Africa, which has been alienated by the nonsense policies of war 
propaganda, and India, which has been handed to the malignant 
enemies of British Empire by a post-war feebleness that made 
Churchill impotent to resist the surrender he detested. Abroad, 
the war that was fought to save Poland has resulted in the enslave
ment of Poland. In the cause of freedom we sacrificed the freedom of 
East Germany and of eight other European lands. Such is Sir 
Winston Churchill’s practical contribution to the theory of human
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The EUROPEAN

liberty which has been the theme of his finest speeches. At home, 
the enfeebled economy of Britain shivers with a deadly chill at every 
trans-Atlantic breeze ; we live for the moment on the luck of the 
foreign markets. The Empire could have provided a sure basis for a 
fine life, but it has been thrown away to a political theory in which 
Churchill never believed ; in the Empire, as in Europe, he had “  no 
choice but to submit The alternative of European leadership was
equally denied to him, by the negative folly of the party whose 
prisoner he became in order to perpetrate the crime of war in the 
service of inveterate prejudice. Thus alone did he disarm the life
long prejudice of the Conservative leaders against him ; those who 
covered him with vile and lying abuse in his years of striving for 
constructive achievement became his fawning sycophants when he 
resigned himself to be the instrument of catastrophe. (No one was 
ever more blackguarded by the Tories than Sir Winston Churchill in 
his early days ; “ the aristocracy always pursue with implacable 
hatred the friends of the people, but with ten-fold implacability the 
aristocrat who is a friend of the people ”). In terms of personal 
success there has been no career more fortunate than that of Sir 
Winston Churchill : in terms of human suffering to millions of 
people and destruction to the noble edifices of mankind there has 
been no career more disastrous. In that sad paradox lies the tragedy 
of our time. In this phase of human affairs, is there no service for 
high talent except the lowest ? If  this be finally true, the sands are 
running out.

What, then, were the gifts of Churchill ? His strength did not 
reside merely in a gift for old-fashioned English prose ; Gibbon 
and Macaulay did it better. His power lay in a certain gift for catch
ing the heroic mood in the English people, which is their greatest 
quality ; the cause that evokes it is in one sense almost irrelevant. 
A man may do a heroic thing for foolish or mistaken reasons ; this 
makes him no less heroic. If  you decide to be heroic, in terms of your 
own character it does not much matter what it is a b o u t; by being 
brave you become a hero, and you cannot be blamed for making 
mistakes in things you cannot understand (McNaughton rules, etc.). 
But it matters terribly to other people, for you may, in the heroic 
mood, either take life or save it, be an instrument o f the highest 
good or the deepest evil. The intellect of the British people has very 
often been at fault, but very seldom their character. When intellect 
has been infused by great leadership they have risen to the heights ; 
when such leadership has been lacking, the very force of their
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character sometimes plunged them to the depths. Never have the 
English performed so great a disservice to themselves, or to mankind, 
as in the recent war. Churchill could express the heroic mood in a 
drive to fatality, but he could not guide and direct it to high achieve
ment; that required a greatness, an intellectual capacity, vision and 
enduring will which he did not possess. But he believed what he said 
and is, thereby, as a character in some measure redeemed. He had 
the saving quality of so many English politicians ; he invariably 
deceived himself before he deceived others. He believed what he 
said, and therefore, was not ignoble. It was humbug, but it was 
noble humbug.

Humbug Goes, Humdrum Remains
Humbug is gone : humdrum remains. Henceforward this govern

ment only contains one of the two essential ingredients which Mr. 
Disraeli’s shrewd observation of Conservative politics originally 
ascribed to a Tory administration. Humdrum is entitled to open the 
innings without barracking (if we may address it in the only terms in 
which we are ever likely to understand each other), so we refrain 
from comment on the new administration. Churchill has seemingly 
bequeathed to them as first task the possibility of negotiations with 
the Russians. His desire for peace at the end of his days led him to 
that position through many rebuffs. It was his best deed, but it 
deprived him of the last justification for all else that he did. He 
might otherwise have claimed that, even if the last war was against 
the interests of British Empire and all Europe, it was a moral neces
sity ; that was the line of argument implicit in Nuremberg. But none 
can begin to deny—least of all Sir Winston Churchill—that the 
Soviet leaders, in undoubted fact, have committed crimes against 
humanity which have surpassed anything even suggested against the 
Nazi leaders. So Churchill’s moral desire for peace today removes his 
last moral excuse for war yesterday. No one can say that peace with 
Nazi Germany was morally impossible while he clambers up the 
“ throne of skulls ” to seek peace from the Soviet “ monsters ” at 
yet another vodka banquet. He returns to the true tradition of British 
policy which sought peace and the interests of this country without 
requiring any certificate of domestic virtue from the other side. He is 
right to seek peace today ; he would have been still more right to seek 
peace yesterday. As it is, his initiative in this matter preserves some 
semblance of independence for Great Britain. It was this, no doubt, 
which led Mr. Bevan to his gracious observation that “Sir Winston
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Churchill’s superlative personal gifts have eased the passage of 
Britain to the status of a second-rate power But Bevan under
states his case : Churchill did not merely ease the transition, he 
caused it. Mr. Bevan owes more to Sir Winston Churchill than he 
thinks.

Newspaper Strike
Never believe what the newspapers say against men on strike. How 

often we have found an honest and hardworking group of English
men fighting for elementary justice for themselves and their families, 
when the great press was thundering against a band of conspirators 
holding the nation up to ransom. In this dispute, the voice of the 
press is silent and the venom of its minions is lacking. . The press 
lords did not feel nearly so tough when it was their own battle. They 
made no last stand on the burning deck of their own property ; they 
only tried to put the fire out, even if it cost a  bit. What is the lesson 
of it all ? If  it were really true that the press is the life blood of the 
constitution and that it is denied circulation by a tiny minority of 
workers—tiny minority even in the printing trade—what are we to 
think of the State which permits it ? Either the press is nothing of the 
kind, or the system that is so easily blackmailed is too feeble to 
exist. Can there be a more conclusive argument for the restoration of 
some truth to the system and some strength to government ? Mean
while, many may be gently wondering how they have managed to 
get along so well without their daily press. If it ever came to a real 
balance of payment crisis they might even feel that they would do 
better for a bit without newsprint than without tobacco. Impious. 
thought; Democracy is a fine thing, but it should not go too far.

Eden and Butler
Perhaps, after all, we might permit outselves one point of explana

tion on the new government. It is asked why the Conservatives so 
much prefer Butler to Eden—despite an all too similar mediocrity of 
performance and utterance—that it needed all the power of the 
traditional heir apparent position and all the force of Churchill’s 
personal influence to make the latter Prime Minister. The answer to 
the riddle is simple for any student of Tory psychology ; it applies, 
of course, only to a period of normalcy, for Tory ideals change with 
the weather. Eden only is d u ll; Butler, also, looks dull.

EUROPEAN
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THE CHALLENGE 
OF THE MACHINE

by ROBERT ROW

SECOND INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION has long been
discussed in the countries of the West: it is now taking 

unmistakable shape. Already there is plenty of evidence that it will 
have an even greater effect on the peoples concerned than the earlier 
change-over to an industrial society. Vet, side by side with it, there is 
also the compulsion of other dynamic changes in the world today. 
While the West enters its second Industrial Revolution, the East is 
well advanced in its first.

The significance of the latter event has been too long ignored by 
orthodox politicians. Yet the signs are clear and ominous. Every 
worker in Lancashire knew before the war how formidable a 
competitor was Japan. This was partly due to low rates of wages, 
but also to her freedom to import the very latest machinery from the

So long as finance is allowed by society to invest in new countries 
in the East—and thereby reap the benefit of the dividends which 
sweated labour yields—so long will Japan and other Eastern nations 
have access to the finest equipment of the West. This is picking 
brains with a vengeance. The East was not obliged to begin its 
industrialisation with the unwieldy machines of the age of Hargreaves 
and Stephenson. Finance opened the door on the equipment of the 
modern age, enabling India and Japan to evade the “ puffing-billy ” 
period of the 19th century in England. On the other hand, Eastern 
wage-rates and conditions of labour remained quite as bad as those 
denounced in Manchester and London by Owen and Charles Dickens.

Ford’s use of the endless belt and delivery line revolutionised

West.
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production in the W est: it had even greater effect in the East, where 
India and Japan reduced to a few years the industrial century from 
Waterloo to the Somme. Methods of mass-production were exported 
with the utmost freedom, until every factory worker in England had 
the spectre of an Oriental competitor beside him at his bench or 
loom.

The threat, in fact, was of more substantial nature. As the 
Western and Eastern workers were competing for approximately the 
same markets within the same system of trade, the effect was pre
cisely that of British and Japanese or Indian operatives at work in 
the same factory, but at very different wages.

That was the position before the war. Those conditions are 
returning as Japan rises painfully to her feet again, and India, 
equipped with Russian, German, British and American factories, 
threatens to eclipse her Asiatic rival as the leading menace to the 
workers of the West. Another form of the same potential danger is 
the appearance in our cities of a mass of workers from the Colonies. 
Many of them are semi-skilled, and given time can learn to operate 
the factory machines of today. Minding machines, and performing 
the simple actions of the delivery belt, is well within the ability of the 
average coloured man or woman.

The danger is negligible in present conditions of full employment; 
but the position can be drastically changed once unemployment 
begins. British workers may then find that they have within their 
midst a pool of coloured labour, exploited in the past and ready to 
accept low wages again, yet sufficiently skilled to elbow the English
man off the factory floor. Before the war, Britain exported her 
machines to the backward countries of the earth, to take advantage of 
their cheap manpower: now she imports cheap manpower to work 
the machines.

That is the measure of the decline of Britain within the inter
national system of trade. The British worker already has the 
coloured worker with him in his factories, and the coloured worker 
will be the first to accept wage-cuts when they come. Meanwhile, 
steelworks are erected in Burma and China, potteries and textile 
plant in Japan and India, chemical works and car factories in India 
and Pakistan. Typewriters, sewing machines, bicycles, cameras 
flood the markets of the world from half a dozen countries in the 
East.

Asia is rapidly overhauling Europe in its ability to turn out good- 
class manufactured goods from the old type of industry. The
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THE CHALLENGE OF THE MACHINE

orthodox politicians begin to understand this, after much painful 
experience by the peoples whom they claim to represent. Hence the 
wide discussion of a second Industrial Revolution into which they 
observe the West is moving.

Science has received much stimulus in recent years to advance its 
fields of knowledge. Six years of war, followed by the Soviet threat 
to civilization, have demanded great advances in atomic energy, the 
mechanical brain, electronic devices, radio and radar mechanisms. 
Now industry is gaining the benefit of these achievements, and the 
automatic factory is a possibility.

Orthodox politicians have hailed it with much of the enthusiasm 
which they lavished on the atom bomb in 1945. They have yet to see 
that the robot workshop can have the same disruptive effect in the 
social field which the H-bomb has had in the military. All they 
observe at the moment is the glittering prize of greater and greater 
production.

Mr. Geoffrey Lloyd, addressing the House of Commons, has 
heralded a new age served by automatic machines controlled by 
electronic brains and powered by atomic energy. It is a fascinating 
prospect—but the robot is no toy. It is as revolutionary, on a 
grander scale, as the “ Rocket ” or the spinning machine. It means, 
as the enthusiastic Mr. Lloyd declaimed, a second Industrial Revo
lution—but he should remember how much the first changed 
England.

The first Industrial Revolution ruined British agriculture and 
depopulated the countryside. It drew thousands of peasants into 
the manufacturing towns, encouraged large-scale food imports, and 
left a stricken landscape.

The second can have equally devastating effects, if in a different 
way. For the logical conclusion of “ automation ”—as the new 
process is called—is that machines will take work from men. This 
is the inescapable result which no alchemy of the orthodox politi
cians can avert. Already the danger is clear to Mr. Walter Reuther, 
the president of the American Congress of Industrial Organisations. 
“ Push-button ” factory production, he has recently pointed out, 
threatens America with mass unemployment, “ Millions of workers 
will be displaced ” he said, “ because their manpower will be no 
longer needed.”

He has reason to be alarmed. In his address to the congress he 
indicated startling new advances in technology : a new Ford engine- 
block assembly line producing as many units with 41 men employed
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as 117 men once produced, a plant turning out 90,000 electric bulbs 
an hour, a self-dialling long-distance telephone system. He might 
have added the case of the jet fighter plane completely assembled by 
machines. The robots have come into their own.

There is this further ominous feature about automation, that 
those countries which advance most rapidly in its application will 
put their people out of work most rapidly. There is, indeed, only 
one way of handling this new industrial dynamite—the course 
pointed out by Mr. Reuther in America and Sir Oswald Mosley in 
Britain : the raising of wages and other forms of purchasing power 
to absorb the increased output.

“ Social wisdom is needed to match scientific advances ” says 
Mr. Reuther. “ The buying power of wages and salaries in this period 
must increase faster than the economy’s rising productivity, to make 
up for past lags and to give consumer income its much-needed 
boost.”

Yet how can this be realized ? It cannot be achieved under 
capitalism. That system allocates too small a share of the proceeds 
of industry to the workers, and so limits the purchasing power of the 
community. It allocates too large a proportion to the shareholders 
of industry, who notoriously do not spend it all but re-invest their 
dividends, creating a still greater capacity to produce.

The system suffers permanently from a chronic inability to con
sume as much as it produces—except perhaps in war. To add the 
factor of automation to this enormous productive power can only 
bring disaster.

Clearly, some form of syndicalism is needed to ensure the full 
distribution of the proceeds of industry, as envisaged by Mr. 
Reuther. Here Sir Oswald Mosley advances a modern and workable 
form of syndicalism, in which large industries too big for one man to 
run shall be handed over to their workers, who will have control o f 
their profits, so ensuring high wages and bonuses.

With workers’ control will go control of the robot. No worker is 
going to vote for a machine that will take his job from him. On the 
other hand, he will gladly make use of devices that will reduce 
drudgery and increase real output. It will very soon be found which 
devices are beneficial and which are dangerous.

At all times the man must dominate the machine. There must 
be no replacement of the man by the machine, as under capitalism. 
On the other hand, there must be no wrecking of costly and intricate 
machinery, in the Luddite fashion. Mankind instead must use
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machinery to achieve greater wealth and a higher standard of life.
Yet even with syndicalism a point will be reached when new 

problems will appear. As science advances the workers will reach 
the point of putting in the minimum number of hours consistent 
with keeping their jobs. The danger facing the community then 
will be psychological rather than economic, for men can work so 
closely with machines that they are threatened with mental servitude 
to those machines.

Discontent and boredom can be as destructive in the mass as 
economic insecurity and want. When the problem of the state is 
leisure, the other part of European Socialism—side by side with the 
syndical industries—will make its value felt. To foster the growth of 
many small concerns, led by individuals with personality and 
initiative, will counter-balance the effect of the big industries. In 
them, human qualities will count for much : they will offer an 
alternative to more adventurous individuals, and in particular will 
flourish in the development of Africa. Whether at home or in 
Africa, they will call for hard pioneering talent and preserve some of 
the finest qualities of the European peoples.

The farmer at home in Britain is a further example of the private 
concern which European Socialism will encourage. Fanning must 
•remain a private enterprise : it cannot in the main be syndicated. 
Free from the shackles of bureaucracy, the farmer will have the 
certainty of a settled long-term policy, and the power to control that 
policy in the future through his own elected representatives. But 
perhaps his greatest appeal will be the contrast of his work with that 
of the highly-mechanised industries of the future. The growing of 
food, which depends not on machines but on Nature, is certain to 
attract many of the best of our people.

Yet the great mass of the industrial workers will remain. Schemes 
will be necessary to give them alternative occupation, when their 
working days have been shortened by science. Otherwise Europe 
may be populated by a race of wasters and automatons.

There are a  number of different possibilities. The highly- 
mechanised factory life can be varied with the practice of craftsman
ship, in a private workshop or in the home. . Here science can free 
much of the worker’s time for a revival of the ancient crafts for which 
Europe is famous. Others can alternate between the factory or 
workshop in winter and the land in the summer and harvest. This is 
widely practised in the Black Forest, and can be done in England.

The exchange of workers between one country and another is a
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third possibility, and will create greater understanding within Europe. 
A fourth is for men to go out to Africa for periods of development 
work there. A fifth is the building of public works in Britain, and 
other parts of Europe. There will be so much diversity of work in 
the reconstruction of Europe and Africa that no man need be chained 
to a factory for the rest of his life.

Between the first Industrial Revolution, which is now well ad
vanced throughout Asia as well, and the second, which can have 
catastrophic effects in the West in the form of mass-unemployment, 
we stand half-way between the industrialized coolie and the robot. 
Asia is catching up ; we must therefore accept the second Industrial 
Revolution, but abandon capitalism, which means mass-unemploy
ment and the triumph of communism, and turn to European 
Socialism, with its belief in using science yet at the same time 
asserting the human will to climb to greater heights.

Instead of being trapped, then, between the new proletariat of 
the East and the mass-production of America, European Socialism 
proposes to preserve two continents, Europe and Africa, in which 
mankind can choose new devices with which to raise his standard of 
life, rejecting those which can only destroy him and shutting out 
from his economic living-space the cheap production of Asia.

Science, in the hands of the civilized man, is the means to greater 
wealth : it can give him greater time in which to turn to the soil, to 
practice the arts, to travel and know his fellow-men. It offers freedom 
to become the complete man.
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THE SCOT,
RACE AND NATION

by ALASTAIR HARPER

TO SEEK to investigate the ethnic constitution of a nation is to 
court the charge of racism, and thus to disconnect oneself 

from that current of sympathy •which today animates the thinking 
mass of the West. Nevertheless there is a need for a proper apprecia
tion of the racial components of the Scottish nation, so that the 
extreme nationalism which dominates the minds of many Scots may 
be transmitted into the ampler enthusiasm for European kinship.

The Scots are a nation, but although the nation has a markedly 
singular ethnic basis in the Nordic race it is by no means pure as a 
breeding group, and embodies two distinct racial types, Nordic and 
Mediterranean. To the enthusiastic but not always well informed 
people who are partisans in the cause of Scotland, it is well to point 
out that the racial origins of the Scots and the English are identical, 
and that any differences which have arisen have sprung from quanti
tative and not qualitative distinctions in the races. Indeed, as will 
be shown, a great proportion of Lowland Scots are closer kin to the 
majority of Northern English than they are to their fellow country
men in Inverness and Argyle. To understand ourselves, our nearest 
relations and the possible direction in which we Scots as a breeding 
group are heading, we must understand our ancestry. This is made 
easier by the fact that the contributions to the blood of the Scottish, 
as indeed all the British peoples, have come in well defined and
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harshly recorded invasions. Ethnographic study in the other parts 
of Western Europe is no such simple matter, since there the migra
tions of people which have provided the stock for contemporary 
populations have hopelessly overlapped each other. Added to this is 
the difficulty that most Western European countries have permuta
tions of four or five distinct racial groups. We in Scotland are in a 
more fortunate position, therefore, to assess what men were our 
ancestors.

The population of twentieth-century Europe is constituted of 
varying elements of Nordic, Mediterranean, Alpine, East Baltic 
and Dinaric races. Some nations, like Germany, contain all five 
elements within their boundaries, others, like Sweden, are of much 
greater purity. Scotland stands, perhaps, midway between the two 
extremes.

It is fitting that there should be a summary at this point of the 
characteristics, mental and physical, whiph we associate with the 
Nordic and Mediterranean races, for of such we have ample recourse 
to draw in this survey of Scotland. Here, too, we should add a 
rejoinder to those who all too glibly use the term racial purity, as 
well as those who assert that race has no significance whatever. 
Today, racial purity is only an ideal and a memory. A majority of 
one racial type in a nation will predispose that nation towards the 
personality which is inherent to the dominant race. The influence of 
a minority racial group in a nation is often profound, for as often as 
not that minority group represents a governing, military elite. All 
too soon, however, by its very omnipotence, the elite loses its grip. 
If elites in Europe had paid more attention to the measures of Sparta 
in matters of health, and breeding policy, they would still today be 
elites.

In physique the Nordic is tall with a spare, though powerful, 
musculature, based on a heavy bone structure. The Mediterranean 
is of small stature with a finer skeletal formation than the Nordic. 
This is most clearly seen in a comparison of the relative measurements 
of Swedes and Sicilians. The Nordic head is long (the length from 
brow to cervical region is longer than that between the temples). In 
this and in the texture and form of hair, the Nordic and Mediterra
nean are identical, though the Nordic is considerably more hirsute 
than his southern neighbour, and indeed holds the position of the ■ 
most heavily hair covered variety of our species. The complexion 
of the two races stands in strong contrast, for the Mediterranean 
possesses a swarthy olive skin which resists the show of blood
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beneath, whereas the Nordic is noted for the whiteness of his skin 
and his singular ability to flush. It is the Nordic complexion which 
has been associated so long with the notion of aristocracy, and 
has given rise to the expressions for the highborn of “blue- 
blooded ” and sangre azul. In hair and eye colour, however, 
the two races differ most widely, for to the Nordic belongs the 
light eye of blue, green or grey, and blonde, even yellow hair 
(light brunette hair must be recognised as blonde). The Mediter
ranean in those features is dark, black of hair, and brown eyed.

The readily observable facts of physical appearance are much less 
open to contradiction than are the intangible qualities of psychology, 
but there comes, after a fair appraisal of the history of any people, the 
realisation of standard types of personality to match each of the 
races which goes to make up that people. History has even recorded 
these racial personalities in art, and the sundry results of social living, 
when the peoples to whom they belonged lived in isolation as pure 
breeding groups. Today, with race mingling the rule, these respective 
personalities recur relative to the location of their transmitters. 
Thus the Nordic personality finds its most consistent expression in 
Scandinavia, the Netherlands, North Germany, Britain, and in areas 
of the New World settled by Nordic colonists. The attitudes of mind 
of the Nordic and Mediterranean races with whom we are concerned 
in the ethnographic study of Scotland, are found to stand in much 
the same relation to each other as did their physiques. From observa
tion, one is tempted to conclude that in all things the Nordic and 
the Mediterranean are complementary, for the very completeness of 
the nations which embody these races goes far to encourage this 
belief.

Although in assessing the characters of our constituent races 
what seems absolute to one fails to satisfy another, yet there has 
arisen amongst competent observers a unanimity as to the power 
of judgment, decidedly personal, by which the Nordic is guided in 
thought and action. A certain mastery of his own nature gives him 
the power of judgment, standing free and self-reliant against the 
influence of others. In direct contrast, the Mediterranean is inclined 
to an emotional resolution of thought and action. Thus attributes 
such as loquacity, superficiality, eloquence in love, came to be 
synonymous with the race. To the Nordic, the play of emotion in 
the ordinary matters of life is to be distrusted, but being once stirred, 
his ardour and stubbornness seem to continue in an unquenchable 
passion. “ Beware the anger of a patient man 1”  The Mediterranean
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shows a predisposition to corporate rather than to individual action, 
and has ready recourse to violence. If one can appreciate the connec
tion between the Nordic nations and Protestantism, and the 
Mediterranean nations and Catholicism, one goes far to understand
ing the contrast of the two races. In relation to duty, one finds the 
Nordic giving heed to a universal moral law, whereas the Mediter
ranean considers first his family group. Though indolence is no 
essence in the Mediterranean race, it is not unjustifiably coupled 
with their character in much the same way as the Nordics, as a race, 
are linked with the notion of personal energy. In art the two races 
offer the responses which are to be expected of them. The Nordic 
has a depth of soul in all his artistic and intellectual effort, which the 
Mediterranean can never hope to plumb. This profundity of outlook 
in the Nordic merges with the mystical which best shows itself to the 
world audience in the works of Shakespeare, Bach and Kant. In the 
presence of these creators, the lively, warm and realistic arts of the 
Mediterranean assume a position of somewhat lesser importance in 
our hierarchy of values. One must remember that in any considera
tion of the Renaissance in Italy the Nordic influence cannot be over
estimated. Indeed, if  we honour the verdict of history, it is to the 
Nordic race that the laurels must go for achievements in the conduct 
of European affairs. In doing so, we do not deny the contribution 
of the Mediterranean race to human progress, but we dutifully 
recognise its inferiority to those whom we must call the Great Race.

In this essay we are only concerned with those who have materially 
affected the growth of the Scottish nation, and in such circumstances 
are compelled to discount those who existed on the mainland of 
Scotland before the stratum of Mediterraneans whom we must 
describe as the indigenous people. There was undoubtedly in 
Scotland the remnants of a palaeolithic race, and a later Alpine 
group associated with the Round Barrows, but these have failed 
to reach the living population in any numbers, largely because of a 
complication of natural selection and the dysgenic effects of war. 
The students of archaeology can find a mine of interest in these pre- 
Mediterranean peoples, but the ethnologist is hard put to it to dis
cover their relation to the community of the present day.

It is difficult to give a name to the Mediterranean peoples without 
at some stage meeting determined opposition. Of the two names most 
generally favoured, Piets and Iberians, Piets seems more justified, 
in that it was the name given by the Romans to certain tribes which 
they met in France and the British Isles. Their kin populated the
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area of the Mediterranean Sea from Spain to the Middle East and 
beyond. It is wiser, indeed, to regard their habitat as stretching 
westwards from northern India, for as can easily be seen the northern 
Indian populations are today largely made up of the Mediterranean 
race. In the North these peoples were bounded by the Nordics and 
in the South by the Hamitic peoples of Africa, the Asiatic and Oriental 
races of Arabia, and the Dravidic races of Southern India. To their 
credit must go the civilisations of Sumeria, Egypt, Etruria and 
Mycene, the latter two of which show a certain, if slight, Nordic 
influence. A fair, if not altogether scientific, appraisal of these 
Mediterranean Etruscans is to be found in D. H. Lawrence’s 
Etruscan Places. In Britain there was no such effulgence, for 
it seems as though the elements and the terrain constituted too great 
an obstacle to the culture-founding of the Piets. Of their arrival here 
we cannot be certain. It is doubtful if any would arrive before 
5000 B.C., but from then on their presence is assured. The Beaker 
and Round Barrow folk doubtless came as invaders to country 
already settled by the Mediterranean stratum and set up dominion 
over them, but since these two peoples were thinly spread, they 
would, like so many other minorities, be bred out. At any rate the 
feature which made them conspicuous—their brachycephaly—has 
not been permitted the dignity of co-existence with the people it 
once conquered.

Of their origins we know little and of their language less, for it has 
vanished as a spoken tongue, though it has been asserted that the 
Basque language spoken by the million odd peoples of that name on 
the borders of France and Spain belongs to the pre-Aryan group of 
languages. Traces of pre-Aryan syntax in the later Keltic languages 
indicate clearly that the Piets were linguistically, at any rate, akin 
to the ancient Egyptians and Berbers. The effect of the Piets in 
Scotland, therefore, is seen in the presence of the darker strains in 
our people. Brown eyes, black hair, sallow complexion, small 
stature, can all precisely be attributed to the Piets. It would be 
indiscreet at such range to designate any direct influence to the part 
of these people in the shaping of our individual or national personali
ties, but there are to be observed marked changes of habit and out
looks in those parts of the country which maintain the heaviest 
population of Pictish descendants. The Silures of Wales and the 
Firbolgs of Eire belonged to exactly the same substratum of the 
population of those ancient times as did the Piets, and how obvious 
this is when one regards the common physique and personality of
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many of the West Highlanders, the men of the West of Ireland, 
Southern Welshmen and Cornishmen.

From 1000 B.C. to 800 B.C., or thereabouts, began the first 
forays of a folk-wandering which ultimately was to lead to the 
present settlement of the European peoples, and in fact was to lead 
them from the darkness of primitive society to the present. In these 
centuries there moved out from the plains of their origin in Germany 
and Poland, the Kelts, the vanguard of the Nordic invasion. Impelled 
by what force we cannot now say, though in the light of more recent 
movements in Europe it is reasonable to suppose that pressure was 
being exerted further east on the Teutonic families of the race by 
Alpines and Mongols in Asia, to every part of Europe these blond 
bronze-making warriors spread, and in time came to Scotland. In 
this same wandering they arrived in Greece and Rome, where their 
fusion with the original inhabitants’- brought forth achievements 
which have become known to all humanity. These Nordics differed 
little from their Teutonic brethren in the matter of appearance, save 
perhaps in a greater disposition of red hair. Whether this be a mere 
stylisation or a genetical fact we cannot accurately say, but the 
prevalence of red hair in many parts of Europe settled by the Kelts, 
and in particular Scotland, seems to indicate some truth in the 
matter. These people go under the name of Goidels, and they spoke 
the languages which we know today as Gaelic. Though the means of 
verifying the facts are scanty, it would seem that these Kelts were in 
a  decided minority to the Piets, over whom they were nevertheless 
able to lord it, and whom they forced into an acceptance of their 
language and clan system.

When the Brythons came to Scotland on the next great Nordic 
wave about 300 B.C. the process of race mingling was well advanced, 
and these latter Kelts could not distinguish their former kinsmen 
from the Piets whom they set about conquering in much the same 
way as the Goidels had done in their day. In England they swept 
away all traces of the Gaelic language and instituted their own 
Brytbonic, which we know today as Welsh. This they did not 
succeed in doing in Scotland, so that today we can observe the 
phenomenon of two languages of identical origin but of different 
ages being used within a few hundred miles of each other. The 
Brythons were enabled to conquer the Goidelic-Picts by reason of 
the new iron weapons which surpassed the bronze weapons intro
duced by the Goidels. In Scotland the advances of these Brythons 
cannot be accounted as of such importance as in England, for the
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original Goidelic language managed to survive and from it we must 
presume that in Scotland at least the Brythonic triumphs, if any, 
were short-lived.

These facts of race make quite plain the fallacy of talking of a 
Keltic race today. What remains is a Keltic language group, but to 
call those peoples who use it in its different forms a race, is obviously 
false. The Kelts of today are Kelts only in name, and only in so far 
as they draw a small part of their inheritance from the tribes of 
Goidels who crossed to the British Isles in the centuries before 
Christ. In fact, much that has been attributed to the influence of the 
Kelts in our national appearance and characteristics can more 
accurately be assigned to the later Nordics. I t seems, however, that 
no amount of historical evidence will convince the romantically 
inclined public that Kelts today exist only in name, bred out as they 
have been centuries ago by the differential birth rate of the Mediter
ranean Piets ; yet in the very face of this, West Highlanders, Welsh, 
Irish and Bretons are all lumped together under the generic title of 
Kelts. In Scotland the West Highlander is heavily charged with 
Nordic Viking blood. In Wales the little, long-skulled, brunette 
Welshman indicates his almost unmixed Mediterranean inheritance, 
whereas in Britanny the peasant is largely of Alpine stock entirely 
removed genetically from either of the two preceding groups save 
where traces of Norman influence can be adduced. In fact the Alpine 
type is scarcely, if at all, represented in the populations of the 
British Isles. The bond which draws these people together is their 
common, but seldom predominating, inheritance of Mediterranean 
blood.

The incursion of the Romans to Scotland in the first and later 
centuries A.D. is of small importance in determining the racial 
construction of our nation, for not only were the Romans denied by 
the conditions of perpetual war the settled existence necessary to 
permit of a fraternisation with the inhabitants, but the varied racial 
stocks of the legions themselves precluded any hope of marked 
posterity for their issue. By the first century A.D. it should be 
remembered that the armies of Rome were composed of men who 
came from as far afield as Spain and Syria.

If the contribution of the Romans to the blood of the Scottish 
people cannot easily, if at all, be traced, their effect upon the ethnic 
grouping of Scotland was profound, in that they forced the cohesion 
of Pictish and Keltic communities which no doubt long had been at 
variance. It is not here suggested that individual and tribal unions
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had not taken place prior to the coming of the Romans, but by dint 
of Roman aggression the unity of Kelt and Piet was accelerated. The 
ethnic fusion of which we speak must have taken several centuries, 
for Tacitus in his Agricola tells us of the seeming racial purity 
of the Caiedonii; and in A.D. 310 a disparity must still have been 
commonplace, for a Roman orator refers to “ the forests and bogs 
of the Caledonians, the Piets and others.”

The waning of the power of Rome and the retreat of her armies 
from Northern Europe was accompanied by a resurgence of influence 
on the part of the Northern and Western people of Scotland. It 
appears that by the time of the departure of the Romans from 
England, the Caledonians had lost their grasp of power and were 
under the dominion of the Piets who, in all probability, were them
selves freely intermixed with Keltic stock. At this point there should 
be mentioned the racial back-flowing of Kelts from Ireland. These 
intruders from Ireland had come.there with the original Goidel 
invasions, but for reasons connected no doubt with problems of 
settlement in alien territory, they sailed to the West coast of Scotland 
and between Lome and Argyll founded the new kingdom of Dal- 
Riada. These settlers were known as Scots, and latterly had their 
name implanted on the whole nation. To have withstood as they did 
the fierce attacks of their neighbours through the succeeding cen
turies testifies not only to their skill in war, but to their numbers. 
In matters of organisation, these communities of Scots were in
fluenced by the Pictish examples; for it appears, possibly as a result 
of the homogeneity of the Irish people at that time, that there was no 
strong central Government, but a mere collection of petty states. 
King Bruce I latterly forced the Dal-Riadic Scots to recognise him 
as their overlord and in so doing emphasised the aim of Scotland, 
a nation.

At this point we must review the names which we have used up to 
the present in this summary. The term Piet no longer is applicable in 
its original sense for with the overlaying of Kelts the specifically 
Mediterranean character vanishes and gives place to one more 
closely resembling the racial approximations of today. It is at this 
stage in the history of our nation that the name Kelt can be used 
with freedom, for the Piets had now so absorbed the language and 
manners of their former conquerors that we may judge them to have 
been kelticised. Today on the roads of Scotland are to be seen what 
are known as “ Tinkers ” , dispossessed clansmen from the Western 
Highlands who, since 1745 or thereabouts, have been, through
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choice, wanderers. In the disharmonic appearance of these people 
we see as closely as time permits, what the fusion of Kelt and Piet 
was like in the fourth and fifth centuries.

From the Irish epic, Tain-Bo-Cualgne, come descriptions of fourth 
and fifth century Keltic life. It should be borne in mind that the 
relations between the Keltic peoples of Ireland and Scotland were 
at this period very close. United in one army we find men with 
long blonde hair to their shoulders dressed in purple cloaks, and men 
with black hair cropped wearing short cloaks to the waist and long 
hose. Elsewhere the Piets were described as great brown men with 
hair of equal length at poll and forehead. Their dress was described 
as being of the kind of other Iberian peoples in Europe at that time.

To sixth and seventh century Scotland came a highly important 
racial intrusion with the invasions of the Angles. These Nordic 
settlers had come with kindred Saxons and Jutes from the area of 
Holstein, the Netherlands and North Germany, and after some 
decades of local assertion, when they settled on the land from the 
Wash to the Tyne, which they named Northumbria, they began to 
encroach on the Keltic regions further north. Beginning with the 
efforts of King Ida in the mid-sixth century, the Angles extended 
their influence up to the southern shores of the Forth, beside which 
they were finally entrenched by the mid-seventh century. It is not 
within our scope here to consider the ineffectual sallies made by such 
of the Angle Kings as Oswald and Oswy into the Dal-Riadic King
dom and the Kingdom of the Celto-Picts in Angus, for these are not 
of ethnographic importance. However, it is clear that all the land 
south of the Forth became, and thereafter remained, Anglian territory.

With Nechtansmere in 685 began the waning of Anglican over
lordship of Central Scotland, and thereafter the Angles were hard 
put to it to resist the mounting attacks of the Northern Kings. The 
struggle for power in Scotland was complicated by the existence 
of another national group in the South West of Scotland and the 
North West of England, called Strathclyde, composed of Kelts 
originally settled in Scotland, immigrant Irish Kelts, aboriginal 
Pictish elements and possibly small numbers of Anglians who had 
percolated into Cumberland. Through these unceasing struggles the 
Church was working for unity, and with the integrative power of a 
single Gaelic language began to make headway in this direction. 
Finally, from out of the turbulence of factional strife there arose a 
man who symbolised the will to unity and as King Kenneth McAlpin 
became joint ruler of Dal-Riada and the Pictish Kingdoms.
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The external pressure which was finally to settle the internecine 
centuries came in the form and force of the Nordic Vikings who, 
without warning and with violence unknown in Europe, swarmed 
out of their home creeks in Scandinavia to pillage. They were summer 
warriors, returning to their fiords and crofts in the winter. In the 
beginning, and this detail is exactly measurable to 793 (the attack 
on Lindisfarne), the Vikings came only to plunder and from then on, 
until the reign of Malcolm II, there was a constant and bitter struggle 
by Gaelic Scotland to maintain its independence against these 
warriors who were described by commentators of that time as 
“ ravening wolves ” .

The Vikings, like the Danes who went to England, were of un
blemished Nordic purity, for Scandinavia had failed to attract 
invaders, military or cultural, for centuries previously. It has been 
said by some, and there seems to be some reason in the matter, 
that the initiative of the Vikings was to find expression later on in 
the questing spirit of English and Scottish adventurers. The areas 
of settlement accessible to the Vikings, for latterly settlement 
became their objective, were obviously the coastal regions, and of 
the coastal regions the West and the North East were largely favoured. 
Orkney and Shetland proved the most easily occupied region and the 
most effectively so, witness of which can be had in the fact that 
until the end of the eighteenth century Norse was the spoken tongue 
in these islands. Once settled in the Orkneys, Norsemen easily 
over-ran the sandstone plain of Caithness. Down the West Coast 
their colonists were planted, in the Hebrides, in the fiords of Suther
land and Ross and Inverness, while the mainland of Sutherland 
(Southland) fell under their influence as did both shores of the 
Moray Firth. There was also an immigration to Dumfries, Cumber
land and Galloway. From the numbers of place names in these areas 
of settlement, we are bound to presume that the numbers of invaders 
who stayed to pray (for this, too, they did latterly) must have been 
large. In Lewis the proportion of Norse names to Gaelic stands at 
about 4 -1, in Skye at 3 - 2, in Boras 28 -1 , in Islay 1 -2 , and in 
Kintyre 1-4. The arrivals of these Norsemen were not immediate 
affairs, but continuous over three centuries, and brought to an end 
the important folk invasions of Scotland.

Later from England there came a sprinkling of Normans, as the 
names of Sinclair, Bruce and Balliol testify, but they were adventurers 
in war and diplomacy and such offspring as they left in no way 
controverted the genetic influence imposed by previous invasions
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for the Normans were of largely Viking extraction.
In the centuries since 1066 there have been no serious attempts by 

any external groups to change the breeding pattern of the Scottish 
nation. It is argued that the constant movement of English into the 
Lowlands of Scotland has had an adverse effect upon our national 
profile. It should be borne in mind that the English who have 
passed over the border into Scotland are exclusively of Anglian- 
Keltic origin, and thus are identical in racial constitution to the 
Lowland Scots themselves. Quantitative differences of the two races 
which combine to make up the British peoples are the only differences 
which exist ethnically in these islands, and these differences are only 
recognisable in the extremes of Scotland and England.

It is the cosmopolitan influence of this century which prevents 
Scotland from coming to a high level of racial homogeneity since 
the only introductions of foreign blood to Scotland after the Invasions, 
and before the twentieth century, came from the related nations of 
Scandinavia, Germany, and Flanders with which we have long con
ducted a North Sea trade. It is said that the great philosopher of 
Konigsberg, Immanuel Kant, was descended from Scottish lineage, 
and indeed the family of Cant lives in Scotland today. Grieg, the 
national composer of Norway, owed his direct descent to a Scot from 
Aberdeen. In the other direction we find coming from Flanders, 
to settle almost exclusively on the South Fife Coast, the Flemish 
family of Harrowers who today are widespread through Scotland. 
This intra-Nordic liaison has been going on now for centuries, and 
may indeed be regarded as the tapering-off of the process begun by 
Hengist and Horsa.

In the late nineteenth century, Italians began to settle in small 
numbers in Scotland. Racially they are Mediterranean and resemble 
the original stratum of British populations, though one can observe 
traces of both Nordic and Dinaric race types amongst them. As a 
breeding group they are reserved, and constitute a worthy addition 
to the community.

During and after World War II there came about a more perva
sive and alien immigration to Scotland in the persons of East 
European soldiers and displaced persons. These Poles, Ukrainians, 
Jugoslavs, Letts and Esthonians have come in thousands, and con
stitute the greatest invasion since the Vikings. For the first time in 
history Scotland has been invaded by an Alpine people, for it is to 
that race that the majority of the East Europeans belong. Amongst 
the Northern Poles and Baltic men a high proportion of Nordic
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types can be seen, but the rest most clearly represent the stocky, 
dark, round-headed Alpine. In numbers throughout Britain, these 
people probably approach half a million, a great many of whom, 
partly owing to troop dispositions in 1940, have settled in Scotland.

The community of Scottish Jews, which again is a twentieth- 
century innovation, is of no consequence genetically, since that 
people is given on principle to inbreeding.

As a result of increasing unemployment in Jamaica, it has become 
the policy of the Government in London to grant permission for the 
settling here of many hundreds of thousands of negroes. At best'the 
introduction of Hamitic peoples to a community of whites leads to 
natural segregation and a lowering of the standard of living of the 
lowest white social class. In Scotland we are not yet in a position to 
see the dangers inherent in the introduction of negroes, which can be 
observed in the cities of Liverpool and London.

Thus the ethnic picture of Scotland reveals an eastern and northern 
preponderance of Nordic types, and a Western disposition which 
almost amounts to a majority of Mediterranean types. On the 
Eastern seaboard, in the islands of Orkney and Shetland, in Caithness 
and Sutherland, in Aberdeenshire, the Buchans, the Meams, Angus, 
Fife, theLotbians and the Borders, blondness vies with brunette hair 
for the majority place, light eyes outnumbering by far the incidence 
of dark eyes. A variant of blonde hair can be found in the freckled 
skin and red hair so common in some parts of Scotland and shown 
in a survey by the anthropologist Gray to amount to almost 11 per 
cent of the entire population. In the Outer Isles, in Argyll, in 
Inverness and in the South West, the reverse of these conditions is 
true, for in this region is found the darker elements of the Scottish 
population. Indeed, in Central Inverness and Argyll nigrescence is 
as common as in Connaught and Munster and the Welsh areas of 
Glamorgan and Pembroke, which are reckoned to contain the darkest 
populations in the British Isles. On the other hand the skull shape of 
the Scots and the complexion of the skin reaches a very high degree 
of homogeneity, for the long skull shape is the common charac
teristic of the primitive Mediterranean substratum and of the super
imposed Nordic invaders. Where we occasionally find the existence 
of the round skulled type in Scotland, we must look back in explana
tion of this particular feature to the prehistoric brachycephalic 
people known as the Round Barrow Folk. Here and there one can 
also come across what anthropologists call the “ Old Black Breed ” 
in Scotland, significant for the heavy bone structure of the head and
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body. These physical characteristics are always suggestive of the 
prehistoric race known as Neanderthal. Inverness and Argyll, areas 
marked for the brunette characteristics in their inhabitants are well 
towards the top of the scale in respect of stature in the British Isles. 
Some ethnic elements, possibly the Bronze Age Kelts, must have 
outbred the small stature of the original Mediterraneans, with
out altering correspondingly hair and eye colouration. In this 
relation, and in considering the more complex disposition of 
blood groups, the maps of blood groups compiled by Mourant 
and Watkin in 1952 are of great interest, revealing as they 
do the high frequency of blood group gene O in the ultra 
western fringes of Europe. The Mediterranean elements seem 
to find urban life more conducive to their welfare than rural 
life, and are increasing in numbers. The same feature has been 
remarked upon by American commentators on the racial scene in 
their country.

In common with the other countries of Western Europe, the 
population of Scotland is doing no more than maintain itself. 
However glibly we may justify this as the mark of a  high civilisa
tion, we cannot fail to see the danger to the national existence in 
this curbing of the population, and lament that those most blame
worthy belong to the higher social and intellectual classes. Bearing 
in mind the entropic tendency of our Western society, that political 
faith should be judged good which urges on the Scots, amongst 
whatever political considerations, the socially hygenic virtue of a 
high birth rate, especially in social classes I, n  and HI, and the 
vigorous preservation of the folk structure from further racially 
alien adulteralion.
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PROGRESSIVE POLITICS
by MICHAEL HARALD

Sketch fo r  a  Historical P icture o f  the Progress o f  the H um an  
Mind. By Antoine-Nicolas de Condorcet. Translated by June 
Barradough. Weidenfeld & Nicolson. 12s. 6d.

HAS ANYONE yet bothered to congratulate this publishing- 
house on the aims and achievements of its Library of Ideas ? 

Following Austin’s The Province o f Jurisprudence Determined and 
The Uses of the Study o f Jurisprudence, the Monarchy and Three 
Political Letters of Dante, it now issues the celebrated and—in this 
country at any rate—neglected Esquisse of the Marquis de Condorcet. 
This is the first English translation of the work since 1795, and it is 
on the whole a serviceable one in spite of such horrors as “ This 
intolerance played into the hands of the Papists ”, and “ The fear 
of punishment and torture soon put an end to such imprudent 
frankness (Perhaps only John Butt should be permitted to trans
late into English the philosophy, wit, and sentimental radicalism of 
eighteenth-century France.)

Condorcet was in many ways the greatest of those wonderfully 
shrewd and often wonderfully silly liberal spirits who gathered 
around Condillac, Turgot and Voltaire. He was an unusually active 
man, in a period of intellectual bustling and barging—pamphlets 
here, broadsheets there, speeches, speeches everywhere !—prepara
tory to the millennium. Yet one’s impression is of a man of rare 
dignity. The Sketch, certainly, was a noble conception, in spite of— 
perhaps, even, in part a consequence of—being built on a quicksand 
faith in the perfectibility of man, the natural law of human progress. 
It was written under threat, if not actual sentence, of death : it is a
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hurried, desperate work, the outline of a magnum opus which he very 
well knew he would never live to write. Condorcet’s vision of the 
future was a remarkably accurate one; his wishful prophetic belief 
in the march of liberalism, the twilight of Christianity, popular 
education and Health-and-Pensions Insurance has been fulfilled. 
(Would that he were alive today to see and suffer many of the results 
of such enlightenment!) This passage, though a long one, seems to 
me so interesting that I want to quote it nearly in full— (reproduc
tion, in whole or part, forbidden to the Prudent Man).

We shall point out how (misery) can be in great part eradicated 
by guaranteeing people in old age a means of livelihood produced 
partly by their own savings and partly by the savings of others 
who make the same outlay, but who die before they need to reap 
the reward; or again, on the same principle o f compensation, by 
securing for widows and orphans an income which is the same 
and costs the same for those families which suffer an early loss and 
for those which suffer it later; or again by providing all children 
with the capital necessary for the full use of their labour, available 
at the age when they start work and found a family, a capital 
which increases at the expense of those whom premature death 
prevents from reaching this age. I t is to the application of the 
calculus to the probabilities of life and the investment of money 
that we owe the idea of these methods which have already been 
successful, although they have not been applied in a sufficiently 
comprehensive and exhaustive fashion to render them really 
useful. . .  to society as a whole . . .

It would be wrong to label Condorcet as the sort of arch-progressive 
perfectionist (like many of his contemporaries) who believed that, 
with the millennium, all men—being free—would be more perfect 
than all men of the dark past. It is unlikely, for instance, that he 
would have chosen to converse with either of the two political 
Morrisons sooner than with Machiavelli ; and he knew that great 
works of art, great thoughts, great men cannot be guaranteed by 
Welfare Committees and Old-Age Pensions. Unlike others of his 
time—and dozens of unblushing rogue-philosophers since—he 
never sought to flatter mankind, to subscribe to the treason that 
the Common Man is every bit as good as the Uncommon Man ; 
nor did he affect to despise the Hellene. It is not his fault that time- 
obsessed philosophers and physicists of the Twentieth Century 
have adopted—faute de mieux—and suitably diluted or distorted 
certain aspects of his forward-looking dialectic. Wyndham Lewis, in 
his Conclusion to Time and Western Man, summing up against
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Bergson, Spengler, Whitehead, James, Alexander & Co., has this 
to say :

What is the cause of this unanimity, so that “ realists ” and 
“ idealists ” merge in the common worship of Time and Change ? 
Is it a political impulse that has brought this about (since implicit 
in the doctrine of Time and Change is the revolutionary doctrine 
of the “ Progress of the Species ”) ? Often the liaison is so 
apparent that it is impossible to doubt that, once engaged, from 
whatever motive, in that way of thinking, the Time-philosopher 
does also tend to become a “ Progress ” enthusiast of the most 
obvious political sort. Further, no doctrine, so much as the 
Time-doctrine, lends itself to the purpose of the millennial politics 
of revolutionary human change, and endless “ Progress

In the West today the great movement towards emancipation and 
liberalism which Condorcet predicted has advanced as far as he 
could have wished. Here is the fine free Heaven to which this pure 
dedicated man lifted his eyes. “ How consoling,” he writes at the 
end, “ how consoling for the philosopher . . .  is this view of the 
human race, emancipated from its shackles . . . advancing with a 
firm and sure step along the path of truth, virtue and happiness ” 
(my italics). Which contemporary aspect of these fine abstractions 
would horrify him most, I wonder ? Would he run faster from Daily 
Mirror truth, fearless truth—“ If We Think It We Print It ”—or 
from the truth of, say, Hansard, reading the facts, but not the 
shrieking he behind them ? Virtue hasn’t altered much since his 
own day: no need for crystal-gazing ! It resides, chiefly, in inaction. 
The word, as Condorcet well knew, meant something quite different 
to the Greeks. It had to do with excellence—moral and aesthetic ;. 
and driving imperatives both. It had nothing to do with the cor
roding negativism of the modern, “ emancipated ” Western man— 
the “ not-doing ” . “ Happiness ” ?—A tenor castrato from the next- 
door flat has just invited me to Walk in step, we're not choosey, with 
the promise that if I so conform I’ll never need to cry again, never get 
the bluesy. Precisely. If an intelligent human being is to find what 
Condorcet termed “ happiness ” in this day and age, it is in spite of 
the gentle marquis and the rest of those enlightened, kind, stout
hearted scientists, philosophes and social-workers who came before 
and after him. In a “ liberated ” world, only the orthodoxies are 
now certain: Rome, Moscow, Billy Butlin, the television-screen and 
the dim, closed mind.
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THE DAYS BEFORE 
YESTERDAY

by R. REYNELL-BELLAMY

HEN I WAS ABOUT EIGHT my father’s father came to
stay. He was white-bearded, dignified, and had the manners 

of the eighteenth century rather than of the nineteenth. He invariably 
offered my mother his arm if they walked together. The story of his 
life fascinated us children. He had been brought up by his grandfather 
who had been one of Nelson’s officers, and who continued ashore the 
austerities of a wooden warship—despite his being an affluent old 
gentleman—such as washing each morning, stripped to the waist, 
beneath the pump in the yard even in ice and snow.

This and similar rigours had been my grandfather’s lot from an 
early age. He would speak of his young manhood in the Banda 
Oriental of Uruguay, that same Banda Oriental of Hudson’s 
“ Purple Land ” , and of the same lawless, bloody period. He had 
also lived many years in Brazil, when the House of Braganza still 
reigned ; and there he had met Richard Burton.

But the story we liked best was how, in Plymouth long ago, his 
grandfather had taken him to where the old convict hulk, the one
time secondrater H.M.S. Bellerophon, was being broken up. Pointing 
to a beam in the deck-head he told the workmen they would find 
embedded there a shot from I’Orient at the Nile in 1798. That 
cannon ball is now on my mantelpiece.

He made the Napoleonic Wars seem very close with his tales, 
narrated to him at first hand, of blood-soaked decks, sinking sand, 
burnings, prize-ships taken, and dreary captivity with typhus, and 
rats on the menu, at Quimper in Brittany.

In my family live generations span the period from the Nile to the 
Second World War ; yet a friend in East Anglia has a mother still 
living who is the daughter of a veteran of Waterloo—a cornet, or 
ensign, of fifteen years, who late in a very long life married for a 
second time.
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A scrap of paper, in the handwriting of my Great Aunt Emma, 
states that as a very young girl she remembers being told by her 
grandmother, who in her turn was told by her grandmother, that as a 
child she could recollect their house being searched for fugitives 
from Sedgemoor, and later the gentlemen of Plymouth wearing 
brass or silver buttons embossed with the letter “ W ” in honour of 
the landing of William of Orange.

Not one of these bridges of time can compare with that existing 
in a Norfolk village, where, until the breed became extinct, the 
rectorial living was a family one, passing from father to son for 
generations, who were each served in turn by a line of vergers whose 
occupation too was hereditary, if not by statute then by custom.

The family of Squarsons is no more, but a verger of the original 
stock survives, and serves the present incumbent, grieving all the 
while that “ Parson ” does not bear the revered name, and comparing 
him with his predecessors—one of whom was more alfable, another 
more generous with his guineas, another more liberal with the 
contents of his cellar. One gave magnificent tithe suppers, another 
is remembered for his charity to the poor. One was an outstanding 
shot, another kept greyhounds, and another wore a cauliflower wig 
when they were no longer fashionable.

This simple, semi-literate gravedigger and bell-ringer is as intimate 
with each member of the old family at the Rectory—knowing them 
individually, their characters and idiosyncracies, even of dress, for a 
period of over two hundred years—as if each was known to him 
personally. In such eyes two hundred years are but the days before 
yesterday.
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A NOTABLE BI-CENTENARY
by ROBIN ADAIR

IT IS INDEED CURIOUS—although typical—that many o 
those who are enthusiastic about the refinements of la haute 

cuisine franfaise as we know it today are quite ignorant of the name 
even of one who did so much for that finest of “ finer cooking ” : 
Brillat-Savarin, born two hundred years ago.

Once more we are indebted to M. Andre Simon for a clear, 
succinct explanation : “ Two hundred years ago,” writes M. Simon 
in one of his Wine and Pood editorials, “ when Brillat-Savarin was 
bom, in April 1755, gluttony was the boast of princes, gastronomy 
the hobby of a few borts-vivemts and cures de campagne. . .

This is an important reminder, and also a lesson in French 
grammar ; viveurs—tons or otherwise, have nothing in common 
with bons-vivants. Un vieux viveur, tottering somewhat tipsily along 
the boulevards of Paris is a figure of almost pathetic fun.

We are not concerned with these, by now legendary, creatures, 
but the successors of the author of La Physiologic du Gout have left 
us much food for thought — Monselet for example, and Grimod 
de la Reynikre. As for Brillat-Savarin himself, we know that he was 
concerned with the law, that he was a brilliant and witty writer 
about food, but that he had little experience of cooking. Caught up 
in the horrors of the Revolution, he took refuge in America, where 
he discovered the delights of a turkey shoot; they were, it appears, 
easily popped off from the branches of trees. But, having been led 
to believe that these strange birds were . . .</« gibier, he was slightly 
disappointed by their dull, flat taste. One could write endlessly about
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this extraordinary person but we must confine ourselves here to the 
practical results of the immense influence he was to wield when 
France was emerging from those periods of grossness, and later o f 
horror. It is amusing to compare all this to the preparation of a fine 
bouillon clair or consonant. Out of a seething, turbid almost, broth 
of meat, birds, vegetables, herbs and so on, passed through sieves 
and muslin, clarified, purified, emerges, like some perfect, limpid, 
“ truth ” the exquisite Consomme Madrilene which I have already 
described in these pages. . . .

Let us take a few examples of the creations of the great ones who 
followed, when French cooking had emerged from a cloudy, gross 
past, to shine splendidly in the light of the genius and artistry of 
such masters as Escoffier, Ali-Bab, Montagne, Urbain-Dubois and 
a few others.

For instance : Eggs. Dull and prosaic ; but listen to this. Oeufs 
argenteuil (Escoffier). Garnish some tartlet pastry crusts with 
asparagus tips blanched—we presume to : add for the profane, in 
boiling salted water—then finished in butter with the lid on ; he puts 
i t : a I’eiuvee. Place on this “ bed ” a few whole white argenteuil 
asparagus spears, freshly cooked, their tips just peeping over the 
edge of the pastry cases. Place on each a carefully poached egg, 
mask with a cream sauce to which you add a puree of green aspara
gus. So simple, bu t., . .

M. Montagne’s Sole Bercy. Butter a fire-proof dish and sprinkle 
it with finely chopped shallots and parsley. Have ready the soles— 
about half a pound in weight—salted and peppered and place them 
on top, adding a good glass of white wine. Add a few little blobs of 
butter and cook in a gentle oven till done. Remove, place in a clean 
dish and pour over the “ juice” , passed through a strainer and 
reduced in a small saucepan ; when this has been done—the juice 
should reduce, that is to say evaporate, by half—shake in a good 
walnut of butter, also a little squeeze of lemon juice. Glaze the whole 
thing quickly under a hot grill.

Now, a Marcel Boulestin recipe for Poulet Lyomaise. Take a  
plump young chicken, joint it and place the joints in a casserole in 
which you have melted plenty of butter. Cook on a quick fire, turn
ing the joints often. Then add a quarter of a pound of mushrooms 
and a skinned tomato finely chopped. Cook for a few minutes more 
and add salt, pepper, a little beef stock, also a few drops of brandy. 
Cover and simmer for twenty minutes. Remove the pieces into a 
hot serving dish ; add to the sauce chopped parsley and a little
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chopped garlic ; reduce a little and pour the sauce over the chicken.
Finally, I venture to add a little variation of my own : Poulet 

Sauti au Diable—or, a VOrientale if you prefer. This is cooked in 
exactly the same way but, having jointed the bird, score the pieces 
lightly with a sharp knife and rub in mustard and curry powder. 
Before reducing the sauce—described in the preceding recipe—add 
a good dash of Worcester sauce and a tablespoonful of the juice 
from ajar of mango chutney. Sometimes I also add a spoonful or so 
of cream to the completed sauce, before pouring it over the pieces of 
chicken.

All of these, you will admit, are almost childishly easy. But they 
belong to that subtle grande cuisine, and are proof of the influence 
of the great man whose memory we are attempting to honour.
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Cinema

SCREEN SHORT STORIES
by VINCENT MURRAY

SOME MONTHS AGO the National Film Theatre held a pro
gramme consisting of Denis Sanders’ Time Out o f  War and 

Renato Castellani’s Un Colpo di Pistola. Both were adapted from 
short stories but the results achieved suggest a difference of approach 
that is worth discussion. There is but a small market for short 
dramatic films today, and consequently adaptations of short stories 
are usually stretched out to feature-proportions to satisfy box- 
office demands. If the scriptwriters’ ingenuity fails to stretch that 
far an easy solution is simply to string together several short stories 
on the slenderest of narrative threads. The spate of films like Trio, 
Quartet, Full House and The Seven Deadly Sins bears sufficient 
witness to this. Viewed against this background Sanders’ success is all 
the more remarkable, for Time Out o f War lasts a bare twenty 
minutes and yet manages to convey in its poetic intensity as much 
about war as Milestone’s All Quiet on the Western Front or A Walk 
in the Sun in the whole of their ninety-odd minutes. A hot, sultry 
summer afternoon encourages two soldiers fighting in the American 
Civil War to arrange a truce until sunset with one of the enemy in the 
valley below. The film simply shows how they make use of their 
time. Sanders relies on the implicit to convey the variety of ideas and 
emotions crowded into the limited running-time, and composes his 
film of a series of incidents—the exchange of tobacco for biscuits, the 
fishing, the discovery of the dead soldier—with little dialogue and a 
taut editing style. Time Out o f War, in fact, has precisely those 
concise visual and narrative qualities that go to make a perfect 
short story film.
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By contrast, Un Colpo di Pistola comes off rather badly. Visually 
the film is admirable ; there are shots and sequences on the ice, at a 
ball or a picnic, in the streets before dawn, which are as good to 
look at as anything in cinema, and the flow of images is controlled 
with masterly skill. As a version of Pushkin’s Vistryel (The Pistol 
Shot), however, it fails on several counts. True, the original frame
work has been kept—the script is in two sections each containing 
part of the story told in flashback—but one looks in vain for the 
atmosphere of mystery so brilliantly conjured up in the original at the 
opening of each half, the logical narrative development, even the 
characters themselves, for almost everything else has undergone 
considerable change in adaptation to the screen.

In the original, Silvio, an expert marksman insanely jealous of the 
popularity of Sergei, a handsome young officer, picks a quarrel and 
challenges him to a duel. Under the rules of the duel the order of 
shooting is strictly controlled, and the contestants draw lots to 
decide who shall fire first. Sergei wins, shoots first and misses. As 
Silvio prepares to fire Sergei shows his utter contempt by slowly 
picking cherries out of his cap and insolently spitting out the stones. 
Infuriated, Silvio informs Sergei that he will withhold his shot until 
such time as he will show fear in the face of death. Silvio finds this 
opportunity some years later on hearing of Sergei’s forthcoming 
marriage, visits the happy couple on their honeymoon, claims his 
shot and is satisfied at the sight of Sergei, his wife at his knees, 
imploring him to “ get it over with ” . He fires at random and walks 
out of their lives for ever. In the film the motif of the duel and the 
withheld shot is retained, but Silvio becomes a featureless romantic 
hero who, halfway through the action, goes out of his way to 
apologise to Sergei for withholding the shot I He and Sergei, it must 
be known, are in love with the same woman, Masha, for whom 
Silvio has resigned his commission in the army—visions of a chicken- 
farm paradise float before his eyes. Masha, though flirting with 
Sergei, really loves Silvio, but the note that was to tell him so is 
deliberately prevented from reaching its destination by another 
young lady who is herself in love with Silvio. She is a character 
entirely foreign to the original story but indispensable to the film, 
for without her machinations there would have been little to prevent 
the happy ending arriving embarrassingly early. Some years later, 
on hearing of their intended marriage, Silvio unhesitatingly decides 
not to use his advantage over Sergei and visits him to tell him so. 
Sergei, however, mistakes his intention and forces Silvio into another
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duel the following morning. When Masha hears of this she spends 
the whole night searching for Silvio to try to prevent the duel taking 
place, but she need not have worried ; Silvio fails to keep his dawn 
appointment ; he is in church, kneeling at prayer, and going there 
herself in despair she finds him. From this point events move with an 
almost indecent rapidity to Masha’s marriage to her true love Silvio, 
Sergei having graciously stepped out of the way. A far cry indeed 
from the Pushkin characters and story !

There are, indeed, certain legitimate expansions—the relationship 
between Sergei and Masha gives dramatic concentration to the 
many affairs mentioned in the original—but the ensuing romantic 
triangle-plot, with its contrived happy ending, is trite in the extreme. 
The story has been sentimentalised out of all recognition. Even if 
one ignores the Pushkin story and considers Un Colpo di Pistola 
purely as a film from- an original script it appears overlong and 
diffuse, a romantic melodrama stylishly mounted but with many 
extraneous episodes. Again and again the director is led into 
irrelevancies by the fascination of background material. Masha’s 
search through the city at night provides an excuse for fine photo
graphy, but the sequence in itself has little dramatic value. A similar 
tendency in Castellani’s recent version of Romeo and Juliet leads one 
to suspect that the backwash of neo-realism is having a harmful 
effect on contemporary Italian cinema.
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The Answer* o f  E rnst von Salomon, Putnam, 35s.

OT LONG AGO I met a man—an eminent industrialist in
his sixties—in Munich, who had spent two years in an 

American prison camp after the war. When I asked him how he 
had fared, he said : “ Read Salomon’s Fragebogen. Then you’ll 
know the whole story.”

The Answers is Herr von Salomon’s autobiography, written in the 
form of replies to a questionnaire the Americans gave him to fill up. 
Born in 1902, he was little more than a boy when he fought in a 
Freikorps, and at the age of twenty he was sent to prison for his 
part in the assassination of Rathenau. He was never a National 
Socialist, being far to the right, politically. But the most attractive 
character in the book is Ludin, a National Socialist leader who, 
while they are fellow-prisoners in 1945, explains to him convincingly 
why nearly every decent German joined the party. (The word given 
as decent is, no doubt, anstandig, one of those untranslateable words 
which mean so much more than their English equivalent.)

In order, perhaps, to underline his independance and non
conformity, Herr von Salomon lived with a lady called Ille, who 
was a Jewess. This was not a popular choice, but a former Freikorps- 
kdmpfer could get away with almost anything in Hitler’s Germany. 
When the war was nearly over, IUe began to look forward to the 
arrival of the Americans. Everything, she thought, would be perfect 
once Bavaria had been “ liberated ”. Herr von Salomon was not so 
sure ; but even he was surprised by the violence and brutality with 
which they were used by their liberators. The soldiers commanded 
by “ our chivalrous opponent General Eisenhower ” as he always 
calls him, beat Herr von Salomon black and blue and knocked half 
his teeth down his throat. Ille was arrested too ; when she protested 
“ Sir, I am Jewish ! ” the officer shouted “ That makes it all the 
worse ! Well, you’ll see, you swine ! I’ll interrogate you myself ! ”

According to Herr von Salomon, these soldiers not only beat up 
their prisoners, Nazi and anti-Nazi alike, and stole, and looted ; 
they also indulged in disgusting behaviour such as pouring urine 
through the roof of a cattle truck onto their prisoners of war herded 
for a journey. He describes all that occurred in a dead-pan style 
which is very effective ; and, presumably because he avoids making 
moral judgments, Anglo-Saxon critics have called him cynical. 
There is nothing cynical in his account of the Ukrainian prisoners 
who were handed over to the Russians to be murdered—one of the 
worst post-war crimes.
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In German trains today the American soldiers do not pour 
urine over their fellow passengers. Deeply absorbed in their brightly 
coloured comics, they look depressed and home-sick. It seems 
rather unjust to recall their former bad behaviour, since they were 
the first of the Allies to realise the mistakes that had been made ; 
and are still, uncomplainingly, thousands of miles from home, per
forming the historic task of the disarmed Germans in holding back 
the Eastern hordes.

Herr von Salomon is fortunate in having an excellent translator, 
who has turned his curious, lively, tragic story into good, readable 
English.

D .M .

Feeding the F ifty  M illion , The Research Committee o f The R ural- 
Reconstruction Association, Hollis & C arter, 12s. 6d.

FOR THE GREATER part of the last hundred years in England 
it was widely accepted that the country could not feed itself. 

The belief that “ We must export or die ” is the logical outcome of the 
thesis “ We must import (food) to live 

Too long this went unquestioned : politicians and newspapermen 
found it paid to lead public opinion along paths which suited the 
financial and manufacturing interests that flourished (though some 
decades ago) on the export trade. The big importers were no less 
thankful for the popular myth that foreigners could grow food better 
than Englishmen.

This has all been challenged in recent years. Particularly since 
1945, a growing band of authors have asserted that Britain can 
produce far more food than she does. Now the Research Committee 
of the Rural-Reconstruction Association—a voluntary body of 
farmers and landowners—has issued a Report showing in great 
detail how more food can be grown in Britain.

Unlike those writers, more journalists than farmers, this committee 
cannot be accused of harbouring cranks. Almost without exception, 
its members work on the land, or have done so for many years. 
They have investigated their problem since 1947: seven years of 
exhaustive survey of the country’s resources have therefore been 
condensed into this Report.

But they go further than merely to say it is desirable that farming 
production be raised. They make it clear that this step is necessary. 
They point to increasing numbers of human beings in the world : 
there are 70,000 more people to breakfast every morning than there 
were the morning before.

In addition to this increased demand for the food available 
throughout the world, there is greater competition for it by those 
countries which export manufactures in return. Many of Britain’s 
former customers compete against her as newly-industrialised
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countries, using techniques she has taught them and machines she 
has supplied, and with the vital advantage that they pay much lower 
wages than she does.

The demand for food has therefore greatly risen : partly because of 
larger populations, partly due to the higher purchasing power of 
some of those populations following industrialisation. Britain, says 
the R.R. A. committee, must therefore grow more from her own soil. 
Despite the emphasis on industry there are still considerable areas 
of highly-fertile land. The climate is excellent, despite occasional 
lapses in the weather, and the farmers axe some of the most skilful in 
the world.

How the country can do it is shown in this Report. Something 
approaching national self-sufficiency can be attained, the committee 
believes, if a new pattern of land-use is arranged and over-all produc
tion increased by some 40 per cent. Western Germany supports a 
population slightly smaller than Britain’s (48 million) on an agri
cultural area slightly larger (35 million acres) but with less than half 
the imports which Britain absorbs.

It means more people on the land. A great degree of self-sufficiency 
could be reached by a 25 per cent increase of agricultural bread
winners, that is to 1,500,000 out of a total population of nearly 
50 million. Yet a  fully developed agriculture could provide work for 
an increase of 50 per cent, that is to 1,800,000.

The need for widespread rural amenities is stressed continually 
throughout the Report, in order to attract this larger population 
from the towns. Great attention is also paid to the “ farming ladder ” 
—the widening of the means by which workers can become farmers 
and realise their ambition early in life. The types of agriculture are 
also discussed at length, and the advantages of co-operative as against 
independent farming, while one of the most interesting sections is 
that dealing with the possibility of the farmworker, as such, largely 
disappearing, the great bulk of production being done by small, 
owner-occupier “ family farms ” .

This book should be studied by the townsman in particular. It 
appears at a time when the terms of trade are turning drastically 
against this country. Tomorrow’s breakfasts are by no means as 
certain as today’s : the country needs many recruits to farming. It 
may want them in a hurry.

HIS is a travel book and a guide book in one ; that is to say it
can be enjoyed by someone who never intends to set foot in 

Spain, or used by the tourist who is going there and wishes to be 
told what to see and where to stay (and, one might add, how to

R.R.

A  Stranger in  Spain, H . V. M orton, Methuen, 18s.
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behave, for Mr. Morton’s courteous and sensitive regard for his 
hosts could be copied with advantage by other travellers.)

The moon-plateau of Castile with its mediaeval villages dominated 
by vast fortress-like churches, the richness of Andalusia, Segovia 
and its cathedral and Roman aqueduct, Avila surrounded by the 
great wall studded with towers, and numberless other beauties are 
described in such a way that nostalgia for Spain makes one long to 
return there without a moment’s delay. Mr. Morton notices every
thing ; travellers will immediately recollect the fiercely creaking doors 
in the churches, the shining hair of the women, the evening parade 
when, in every Spanish town, the whole population walks abroad, 
the prawns and rice and rough oil and wine, the beautiful primitive 
agriculture, the shimmering heat which brings the children out at 
n igh t; and the names of the catholic kings Ferdinand and Isabella, 
spoken over and over again all over the country which their 
marriage united, every day and almost everywhere.

The climate of Castile is fire and ice, as Mr. Morton truly observes, 
and when he was there it was fiery. The Spaniards appear to suffer 
from this great summer heat more than foreigners do ; it weighs 
upon them, as the bitter cold weighs on Russians and Canadians.

In Ireland once, on a sunny July morning, a Spanish lady was 
heard to say : “ What a lovely climate ! Even when the sun shines 
it isn’t hot !”—with no thought of disparagement. Yet the winters 
are bitterly cold ; it is said that the monks of Burgos have chilblains 
on their cheeks.

Mr. Morton notes the odd resemblances between Ireland and 
Spain. For both countries the past is as real as the present; the 
Irish speak of Strongbow, the Spanish of the catholic kings, or of 
the second of May, as though they were the people and events of 
yesterday. Courage, courtesy, love of sport are characteristics of 
both, and in Ireland, as in Spain, the church reigns supreme. The 
English in Ireland, like the Moors in Spain, left behind them some 
fine buildings and picturesque gardens; but few countries recognise 
the benefits of occupation, and in both cases the men who turned 
out the usurpers are revered.

Almost the chief delight of this book is the rich store of historical 
anecdotes; Mr. Morton shows how closely the royal houses of Spain 
and England were allied by marriage. Before the Reformation 
Spanish consorts were as common as Germans subsequently be
came ; and hundreds of English pilgrims came by sea every year to 
the shrine of Santiago.

D.M.

The Young Hitler, August Kubizek, Wingate, 18s.

FROM the autumn of 1904 to the summer of 1908, August 
Kubizek was the only friend a struggling young artist named 

Adolf Hitler had, in all of Imperial Austria. On the basis of this
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friendship Herr Kubizek gives an account of Hitler’s early years, 
shedding light on the period of his life often described by contem
porary historians as “ impenetrable” . The book itself, adorned 
with the perennial introduction by Mr. H. R. Trevor-Roper which 
has become a prerequisite for any work on Hitler, can hardly be 
termed a great example of modern biography (as, indeed, what book 
on Hitler can ?); it may have lost in translation some of the meaning 
transferable with such difficulty from one language to another. 
However this may be, it is at least obvious that the author has 
steadfastly resisted the many pressures which were, doubtless, 
exerted upon him by the international cult of Hitler-haters and 
professional German sycophants in order to produce a picture of 
the young Fuehrer more in line with their personal prejudices ; thus, 
while the book will probably be of no great interest to the general 
reader (unless, of course, he has performed the considerable feat 
of maintaining an open mind over the last quarter century) it never
theless gives a clear and accurate account of Hitler’s formative years 
which to the honest researcher will prove invaluable.

Hitler, according to Kubizek, was a “ remarkably pale, skinny 
youth ” with expressive, penetrating, almost hypnotic eyes, “ dressed 
with meticulous care and . . . very reserved,” Despite the slight 
difference in their ages (Kubizek was a year older than Hitler) it 
was Adolf who was from the very beginning the master, and Kubizek 
the recipient of his confidences and aspirations, the willing audience 
before whom his grandiose plans for the future were laid and dis
cussed. Kubizek, as a young ascetic intellectual, was enthralled 
and fascinated by the contagious genius of his companion, and 
although his demanding friend took him away from his work with 
increasing frequency (“ Adolf’s claims on me took up all my time ”) 
he nevertheless worked as eagerly as Hitler on the latter’s many 
schemes. He describes vividly the interminable projects of the young 
Hitler ; his plans to remodel Linz to his own drastically revolu
tionary architectural standards, his many poems and plays, his 
essays on German mythology and its roots, even his attempt to 
write a Wagnerian opera about Wieland the Smith, with Kubizek 
dutifully setting down on paper the leitmotivs which his friend 
picked out on their battered piano.

But all this was mere window-dressing for the real Hitler, whose 
fierce manner and poetic soul Kubizek seems to have understood 
better than any of his many successors. Perhaps this was due to the 
fact that at that time Hitler had not yet girded around his sensitive 
and artistic nature the armour of cold, impervious implacability which 
was later to drive him on to heights of power and influence undream
ed of by even the most visionary of monomaniacs ; perhaps, also, it 
was a result of Kubizek’s own inherent naivety, which in its simple 
trust saw better than the Rauschnings and Heidens the true man 
behind the hard shell of cynicism and inflexibility.

The Hitler of the early years, bearing his poverty with the proud 
restraint of the true aristocrat, in constant and inexorable rebellion
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against the futile protocol of the day, wistfully worshipping for four 
years a blonde girl named Stephanie whom he never met but idolised 
from afar in a Dante-Beatrice relationship, dreaming grand dreams 
of the future reorganisation of European society, despising 
militarism but exalting the nobler ideals of German nationalism, 
hating the Austro-Hungarian Empire and its thinly veiled pan- 
Slavism, criticising sharply the decadence of Viennese hedonism, and 
reading omnivorously volume after volume of political, economic 
and historical works borrowed from the public library, is hardly 
the hysterical, introverted psychotic madly bent on the pursuit of 
personal power which the Western world has been taught to believe 
him. Certainly, Adolf was “ often brusque, moody, unreliable and 
far from conciliatory ” , but, says Kubizek, “ I could never be angry 
with him because these unpleasant sides of his character were over
shadowed by the pure fire of an exalted soul.” And whether the 
reader subscribes to this view-point or not, whether he considers 
Hitler a devil or a saint, a messiah or an anti-Christ, he will find in 
the pages of this book a new insight into the obscure youth with a 
soul on fire who, in his later years, was to kindle Europe with a faith 
that only the blood of her best sons could extinguish ; the young boy 
who, from the drafting board of Linz, arose to become the architect 
of all Europe.

R. D. McN.

Seduction o f  the Innocent, Fredric Wertham, M.D., Museum 
Press, 21s.

DR. WERTHAM, an American psychiatrist who specialises in 
the treatment of children, became aware during the course 

of his work that horror comics have a bad influence on his patients’ 
minds and behaviour. In his efforts to get these comics suppressed 
he collided with an enormous vested interest. Crime does not pay, 
perhaps, but horror comics do. Sales are astronomical ; the Associa
tion of Comics Magazines Publishers estimates them at 80 millions 
a month, and “ . . . the names of the firms publishing crime comic 
books are almost as elusive as the titles. They change, and quite a 
number of concerns function under different names for different 
comic books ” — a difficult adversary to pin down, obviously.

“ The sports line of comic books is the cleanest type of comic 
book in America. We are going to drop it ” (it was not “lucrative ”). 
So by 1949 comics featuring crime, violence and sadism made up 
over half of the industry, and in 1954 they formed the vast majority.

Dr. Wertham gives endless examples of the torture, sex and 
brutality which fill the comic pages, and a number of disgusting 
pictures of people having their eyes gouged or their tongues cut out, 
being shot, bashed, hanged or bound, balloons coming out of their 
mouths with “ Lousy ! ! ! Filthy ! ! ! I’ll tear y a . . . ” all chosen
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from these so-called comic magazines. They certainly make his 
case for him. After reading his book I asked a boy who was formerly 
an avid comic reader what effect they had had on him, he replied 
“ Well, I think they make yon feel inclined to sock somebody

But Dr. Wertham exaggerates ; he cannot be taken seriously 
when he objects to Superman flying through the air, stopping aero
planes, lifting houses, on the grounds that children will get a wrong 
idea of basic physical laws. Even Peter Pan could fly. And when 
Super Duck terrorises a family of rabbits and we are invited to be 
scandalised, the shade of Mr. Macgregor rises before us.

It is not only children who read comics, as the figure of 80 millions 
a month shows, and as anyone who has ever seen an American 
soldier knows. But lately “ The Pacific Fleet Command has banned 
the sale of most war comic books in ships’ stores on the grounds 
that they are too gory for the American sailor ” . Military authorities 
consider that they go “ beyond the line of decency So a beginning
has been made ; though, as Dr. Wertham points out, it is odd to 
forbid soldiers and sailors what is permitted to children of six and 
seven.

D.M.

The T riu m p h  o f  the B ull, J. Peyre, Hutchinson, 12s. 6d. 
Sowers o f  the W ind, T. A. G. Hungerford, Angus & Robertson,

10s. 6d.
Leaven o f  M alice, Robertson Davies, Chatto & Windus, 12s. 6d. 
The T ry  Out, John Wiles, Chatto & Windus, 12s. 6d.
The Far Dwelling, Rolande Dauncey, Macmillan, 12s. 6d.
The R aphael R esurrection, Terry Newman, Eyre & Spottiswoode,

10s. 6d.

RESISTING, this month, Temptation as represented by the 
offerings of Miss Compton-Burnett, M. Chamson, Mr. 

Greene and Mr. Ehrenburg, I have instead dipped into a large sackful 
of novels by authors unknown to me. A lucky dip, revealing two 
writers of major achievement in M. Peyre and Mr. Hungerford, and a 
humorist of near-genius in Mr. Robertson Davies.

The blurb states that M. Peyre’s The Triumph o f the Bull has 
become a best-seller in France. I do not think it will meet the same 
fate here, in spite of the gaudy invitation of its jacket. The British 
public is not now so easily fooled by externals, and a five-minute 
browse at the bookstall would be enough to assure the prospective 
buyer that this is a serious and civilized novel—not at all the thing 
for a fill-in between TV programmes. M. Peyre, a Frenchman, has 
acquired many of the chief characteristics of the Spaniard. His 
writing has authority and a somewhat chilly courtesy ; he is ironical, 
tolerant and perceptive about small affairs, being incurious about 
great ones ; he lacks humour, but is not averse to traditional horse-
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play. Marismeno, the Guadiaraar bull, is chosen to redeem the 
honour of the Sevillian bullring, and does so by defeating and 
humiliating the shoddy, film-star matador, Juan Fernando. There 
is little more to the story than that, and it says a lot for M. Peyre’s 
talent—a masculine talent, and one for which we have no real 
equivalent in present-day English fiction—that his meanderings 
through the Andalusian scene never become tedious. His tempo is 
exactly tuned to the Spanish temper.

Sowers o f the Wind at no point approaches literature, but it is an 
impressive achievement for all that. T. A. G. Hungerford’s account 
of the Australian Forces’ share in the occupation of Japan never 
drops below the level of good reporting, and, in the final chapters, it 
hovers near the peaks of tragic drama. Yes, after Hiroshima, this is 
how the occupation must have been—these were the occupiers, 
foul-mouthed, tentative, sexually voracious, sowing for the certain 
reaping. What will the harvest be ? Before the whirlwind, there is, 
to be going on with, the cloud that lours ominously over this book, 
the scourge that starts, as the surgeon Rinaldi observes in Heming
way’s great book, “ with a little pimple ” .

I am troubled in reviewing Sowers o f the Wind by the fact that I 
dislike all Mr. Hungerford’s Australians—well-drawn as most of 
them are. I dislike particularly those whom Mr. Hungerford seems. 
to find congenial.

I approach warily the subject of Mr. Davies, whose Leaven o f 
Malice kept me out of bed until four o’clock one morning last week. 
I  have the suspicion that in announcing a new Mark Twain I shall 
not be contradicted; that I am preaching to the already converted; 
that I  am the last, and not the first, literate person in England to 
have been introduced to this gifted Canadian writer.

The same publisher issues, at the same price, a novel by John 
Wiles called The Try-Out—a slick, well-written story about a 
theatrical company touring a bad play round a succession of dreary 
provincial towns. The model (one feels) is The Good Companions ; 
but this book is blessedly shorter and brisker than its illustrious fore
runner. It is also a good deal truer to the facts of life in the “ Pro
fession ” . Love here does not finish for the night, ardent, poetic and 
frustrated, on the doorstep : it finishes in bed, anybody’s bed, any 
excuse being good enough. The Try-Out, like its personae, has a 
tough rind and a marshmallow centre : Mr. Priestley’s method, 
twenty-five years ago, was precisely the reverse of this. So, of course, 
was the age ; and a writer can reflect the Zeitgeist without being 
aware of it.

Miss Rolanda Dauncey (yes !) could very easily write a better 
novel than The Far Dwelling. Her theme—that of a German war 
criminal struggling for moral rehabilitation and the religion of his 
nursery days after years of imprisonment—is an important one, 
but it is degraded by treatment which occasionally descends to the 
level of housewives’ magazine fiction. When Miss Dauncey is good, 
she is very good ; when she is bad she is—well, a gift to the film
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companies and circulation libraries, who will shortly seek to convince 
her that her worst is more than good enough.

The last of the batch, Mr. Terry Newman’s The Raphael Resurrec
tion is, I suppose, the least important ; the writer has no “ centre,” 
no “ view of life ”—he has just got a story to tell. Admittedly the 
hero—the “ I ” of the book—pretends to be both a moralist and an 
artist, but this is only “ dressing ”, and we are not meant to be 
deceived. The story, which has Italy for its colourful setting, is of 
the search for a Raphael painting which had been looted and then 
hidden away by a German officer during the retreat. It is all very 
thrilling, and I can recommend it to those who are recovering from 
an attack of influenza and are not too firmly resolved to re-read 
Erewhon or Martin Chuzzlewit. Michael Harald

A  W orld o f  Love, Elizabeth Bowen, Jonathan Cape, 10s. 6d.

A DELAPIDATED HOUSE, perched above a river in County 
Cork in an unnatural heat wave, is the eminently Bowenesque 

background of A World o f Lose. Miss Bowen casts a spell : the 
magic works ; here is Ireland again, not in the troubled times of 
The Last September, but inhabited by still more tumbledown Anglo- 
Irish than formerly, now with a sprinkling of rather degraded English 
expatriates settled in the neighbourhood.

Can we believe in Jane, almost too beautiful to be true ; or in 
Maud, an addition to Miss Bowen’s gallery of child-monsters, 
fighting the other children in the Protestant school-bus ; or in Lady 
Latterly, who has done up a local castle in the looking-glass and 
satin mode of the 1930’s ; or in the chauffeur who, saying he needs 
some luck, dashes into a field and returns immediately with a four- 
leafed clover ? There is no need to believe completely in order to 
enjoy.

The hero of the book is Guy, a ghost who was killed in the 1914 
war, the adored and admired of his cousin Antonia, his fiancee 
Lilia, and Fred, his illegitimate cousin, now married to Lilia. These 
three middle-aged people, in whom love and hope have died, and 
who are filled instead with a sort of muted jealousy, live vicariously 
through Jane ; the memory of Guy disturbs and preoccupies them. 
A packet of his old love letters found in a trunk in the garret is 
Jane’s preoccupation, until at the very end of the book she finds 
what she was looking for—a real, alive man she can love.

Nobody can describe as well as Miss Elizabeth Bowen the charm 
and delight of Ireland, which has no more to do with the usual 
hackneyed blarney than Maud’s familiar spirit, Gay David, has to 
do with the little people. She gives us nostalgia for the long, empty 
days, the fields M l of moon daisies, and the houses, crowded with 
improbable objects and lit at night with lamps and candles, for the 
beauty and the strangeness of it a country so like, and yet so very 
unlike, our own. D.M.
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L«s M orot-Chandonneur, Philippe Jullian and Bernard M inoret, 
Librairie Plon.

THIS collection of pastiches, in the style of writers from Michelet 
to Sartre and Marcel Ayme, describes the rise and fall of 

“  une grande famille, bien frangaise ” . Brilliantly written and illus
trated by M. Bernard Minoret and M. Philippe Jullian, it will 
delight and amuse all readers of a literary turn of mind.

l i e  Morot-Chandonneurs are in the public eye, so that the authors 
have found descriptions of them everywhere ; Michelet writes of 
their ancestress, a favourite of Marie-Antoinette, Balzac of the 
Bonapartist who becomes an Orleanist at the right moment, the 
Goncourt brothers describe the incredible, vulgar luxury of the 
family in the seventies, Andre Germain and Proust show then- 
claws, Georges Feydeau surprises the count and countess in a scene 
of bedroom farce, Barrds accompanies them on a patriotic expedi
tion to visit the poilus in the trenches ; Roger Peyrefitte peeps 
profitably through a keyhole; Sartre gibes the resistant Morot- 
Chandonneur in the last war (who has changed his name to Moreau); 
finally Marcel Aym6 gives an account of this same Moreau, divested 
of his fortune and plagued by a famille nombreuse.

The family was painted through the ages by the best artists from 
Ingres to Dali, and M. Jullian shows the results. One of the 
countesses rejected her portrait by Renoir, saying that it “  ltd 
donnait Vair peuple ”, but Blanche Morot-Chandonneur collected 
the fames, and had herself painted by Picasso in 1912 and by Klee 
in 1930, while her beautiful cousin Daisy chose Boldini and Leonor 
Fini.

The book is dedicated to Henri Sauguet, one of the most fan
tastically imaginative mimics alive ; the authors have done with 
pen and pencil what he can do with voice and gesture.

As M. Pierre Gaxotte says in his preface : “ Respirons, savourons 
et rions. Les occasions ne sont pas si nombreuses, En void une. 
Elle est dilicieuse.”

D.M.
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SCIENCE FICTION
by GERALD HOOLEY

“ HE SILVER LOCUSTS” , Christopher Isherwood said lately,
“ is at present my favourite book by any young contemporary 

American writer.” Some time later a short story by its author, Ray 
Bradbury, had appeared in The Observer. Science-Fiction, as a 
serious genre, arrived in Europe. Suddenly the people who had 
published stories in obscure magazines began to bring out 
books and the critics started to take them seriously. It was rather 
analogous to the emergence, during the Thirties, of the tough Ameri
can detective story. Before that time, while it was respectable for 
a bishop to be seen reading Agatha Christie and speculating as to 
exactly who had poisoned off a whole vicarage with strychnine, the 
reality of detection, the pimps and hopheads in the mean streets, 
the bribery and the beatings up, had been confined between the 
lurid covers of Black Mask magazine. Yet today the living force of 
Dashiell Hammett and Raymond Chandler is generally acknow-

The same fate is beginning to  overwhelm Science-Fiction. Until 
recently almost all the good stories in this field appeared in 
Astounding, a station bookstall magazine. Now many of the stories 
are leaping out again for the educated public, in book form.

The immediate reason for their change in stature is obvious. As 
H. G. Wells predicted the War In The Air and other commonplaces 
we take for granted today to an earlier generation, so the material 
of last decade’s Science-Fiction is become amazing reality. Fifteen 
years ago a story about artificial rain making was fantasy : today 
the exact situation envisaged, rain “ stolen ” from a pleasure resort 
to feed droughty farmlands, has been fought over in the United 
States Appeal Court. Radar is part of our lives ; so is rocket propul
sion. The hydrogen bomb and its possible consequences which are

ledged.
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now terrifying the statesmen of Europe was used not so long ago to 
titillate the casual reader with a pleasant frisson of fictional terror. 
Soon satellites will hover around the moon. And A. Obrushov, who 
recently suggested that “ The planetary system is waiting for the 
Soviet Columbuses ” is a member of the Soviet Academy. Science- 
Fiction has come remarkably close to life.

Of course in a sense it is nothing new. H. G. Wells and Jules Verne 
played with it half a century ago. Popular writers like Conan Doyle, 
Denis Wheatley or Edgar Rice Burroughs, the author of the Tarzan 
books, used it to provide background for adventure. Death rays 
have been the staple of sensational fiction for many years. George 
Sheil postulated world-wide annihilation in The Purple Cloud : 
J. B. Priestley played odd games with time ; Karel Capek gave us the 
word “ Robot ” . Shaw scanned the future of Man’s intellectual 
development in Back to Methuselah and Olaf Stapleton his physical 
advances. Aldous Huxley painted a horrifying Utopia in Brave 
New World and George Orwell used the same form in Nineteen 
Eighty-four.

The provenance of the idea is much more venerable even than this. 
Plato recorded his ideal societies in myths of Tartessos or Atlantis, 
and Utopians have always fled to Science-Fiction to give form to 
their ideas. When Navigation was the great new science of the 
sixteenth century, Thomas More set his Utopia and Francis Bacon 
his New Atlantis on newislands and undiscovered continents. Today 
the scheme is still used by philosophical novelists. David Lindsay, 
in a curious, neglected book, Voyage to Arcturus, sets his characters 
to work out his peculiar theology upon a distant star. Charles 
Williams followed with what might be called “ cosmological 
shockers ” and today even C. S. Lewis sets out to moral adventure on 
Mars or Venus.

But these are not in the main stream of the new writers. Most of 
the latter were hatched by Astounding magazine, readitin their youth 
and were influenced by the style of its earlier writers, so that even an 
English author like Arthur C. Clark is indistinguishable from his 
American contemporaries. Many of the writers now coming to the 
fore have absorbed a whole previous generation of Science-Fiction. 
They are surprisingly young still, many of them in their late twenties 
or early thirties, and a large proportion are scientists. Clark himself 
is President of the British Interplanetary Society. Dr. Azimov is a 
research biochemist. Others are professional physicists or astrono
mers. Not only do they predict events which soon become reality,
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but they play yyith abstruse mathematical problems, using them 
ingeniously for fictional purposes. Take The X-I Effect by Philip 
Latham. This postulates a local warp in space-time in our own part 
of the cosmos ; that is a shrinkage in the Einsteinian Universe. We 
would not notice the difference, for if everything shrinks at the same 
rate, everything remains relatively the same. Eventually, however, 
certain constants like the length of light waves would be reached. 
Radio and infra-red waves are suddenly cut off. Red radiations 
follow and red colours begin to appear black. One by one other 
colours disappear as the world waits for the en d .. . .

This sort of writing is of a calibre completely different from the 
strip-cartoon heroes who chase blonde princesses across the solar 
system with ray guns. It is an attempt to utilize the background of the 
technics and philosophy of science for fictional purposes. And, as in 
aU genuine writing, in the last resort it is not the decorations of 
scientific marvels or metaphysical intricacies that matter, but the 
human reactions to them. Serious Science-Fiction indeed is almost 
classic in the sense that it is limited to a very few basic situations 
within whose framework every new change must be rung. In fact I 
would say that basically there are only six or seven themes at the 
most.

The narrowest and most easily apparent is based on the nature of 
time, and various theoretical anomalies that have puzzled every first- 
year student of philosophy. The new Science-Fiction is not interested 
in how Time-Machines typrk ; it postulates them and plays around 
with the resulting problems. What happens when a man travels back 
in time and murders his own great-grandfather ? How can he ever— 
grammar baulks at the concept—will have existed ? In The Sound o f 
Thunder, a clever little sketch in which Ray Bradbury suggests a 
safari that goes back into time to hunt Dynosaurs, even the unfore
seen death of a butterfly at such a distance in time upsets the future, 
and they return to a world terrifyingly different from the one they 
had left.

In stories like Heinlein’s Lifeline or Ashton Smith’s Plutonian 
Drug, a man foresees his own death—yet circumstances make it 
impossible to avoid. Sometimes it is travellers from another time 
that upset the present. In Lewis Pagett’s The World is Mine an 
unfortunate scientist has set a machine to predict his death on certain 
probability variables. As a result he finds his own future corpse, 
some years older, in his backyard, and has tp try and explain it away 
to the policp. On another occasion tpurists from the future, with a
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guide revoltingly reminiscent of the more unctuous commentaries 
from travelogue films, invade a bedroom to show how its twentieth- 
century inhabitants live. In Shock another such time-traveller is 
followed back to his own age by an investigator, who finds to his 
horror that his visitor is a paranoid, escaping into time from his 
asylum.

Indeed it is curious how frequently a disorganised time sense is 
associated with madness. In Pagett’s Fairy Chessmen mutants who 
can perceive time as an unlimited series of events in one spot, as 
we ourselves perceive an unlimited spacial landscape in one period of 
time, retreat from this contemplation into madness. In Finality 
Unlimited the travellers in time find themselves trapped in a limited 
series of ever-repeated actions that recommence as they approach 
once more the starting point of the experiment. As J. B. Priestley 
entitled an earlier exposition of this problem: I  have been here before.

Even relativity may be used. In a story I read some years ago 
the fragments of a ruined race beseiged by powerful enemies, escaped 
with their wives by breaking through the “ Time-Barrier ” at a speed 
greater than that of fight. They establish themselves on a hidden 
planet and there prepare their revenge. When they are ready, they 
break through the time barrier again to attack their enemies. But 
as the speed of fight is approached Time tends towards infinity. 
They arrive on their home planet twelve thousand years too late, 
to find it sterile and the enemy long disappeared. Sadly they return, 
once more breaking the time barrier, to their base. But here also 
only the graves of their wives and descendants greet them, for these 
have also passed away in the twistings of time, six thousand years 
ago.

Robots are a different affair. After all we have them with us now. 
The great mechanical calculators are “ brains ” far superior in 
many ways to our most advanced thinkers. Stories about them may 
range from Mechanical Answer where the company of such a machine 
engenders a neurosis in its human guardian, to The Fairy Chessmen 
where all war is a matter of computing machines and the only way to 
win is to drive these machines into destroying themselves with 
impossible dilemmas. Or there is Kuttner’s Ghost where such a 
machine, which after all is only a mechanical brain, becomes 
haunted by manic-depressive brain disease.

Another aspect emerges when we are dealing with humanoid 
Robots. Though they are seldom hostile, like their predecessors in 
Capek’s R.U.R.—indeed their creators have taken Capek’s warning
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to heart and robot brains are usually built to make it impossible for 
them ever to assault a human being—robots often acquire human 
traits. Jay Score is a hero. Jenkins, the old family Robot in Simak’s 
City is almost an elderly Jeeves. In one of Pagett’s books there is a 
narcissistic robot who spends all his time admiring his own con
struction. In Burning Bright by John S. Browning, worn out robots 
sent for destruction begin to develop a death ritual of their own. 
In Final Command earth has been at war for centuries with an alien 
system. The first alien to be captured greets his human interviewer 
with immense joy, for having met only robot armies it has never 
occurred to his race that behind them was a non-mechanical life 
form with whom it would be possible to make peace. Isaac Asimov 
in I  Robot traces the whole evolution from a time when, as mechanical 
nursemaids, they cannot even speak, to a period when, indistin
guishable from men, they rule the world. In Joseph E. Kelleam’s 
Bust only the Robots remain upon a stricken earth, and over the 
centuries they one by one collapse.

Supermen are not so popular with the new school of Science- 
Fiction as they are in the strip cartoons ; and when they do exist 
their evolution is more likely to have been psychological or even 
philosophical than physical. A. E. van Vogt plays around with the 
idea in The World o f  — A, a book so intricate and involved that it 
misfires badly. More usually what supermen there are come from 
outside the system. In Asylum, another and much better story by 
Van Vogt, unsuspected watchers from an advanced galactic civiliza
tion guard the earth from interlopers as if it were a game preserve. 
The idea that the earth has been isolated by a superior power for a 
special purpose is a favourite one. After all it is only a vulgarisation 
of the dogma of the incarnation. But the forms it takes are very 
varied. In Poul Anderson’s Interloper it is the little people of whom 
dim memories remain as “ Fairies ” who guard the earth. In Clark’s 
Childhood’s End, it is a race accursed to be always midwives to pro
gress while incapable of developing by itself. In Death Sentence, 
one of the best of these stories, an inter-planetary organisation 
discovers such a world isolated for thousands of years by a race of 
psychologists long dead, to see how it will evolve under certain arti
ficial conditions. The name of the first city at which they land is New 
Y ork.. . .

Mutants are a more common form. Sometimes they are child 
geniuses who develop rapidly after an atomic explosion, like those 
in Wilma Shira’s stories who toss off symphonies in their spare time.
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Culture in most Science-Fiction stories is really childishly superficial, 
a few hackneyed lyrics at inappropriate times, or a “ symphony of 
smells It is one of Bradbury’s gifts that in The Silver Locusts he 
can make the vanished culture of Mars seem to us really valuable. 
Apart from him, most attempts are extraordinarily naive. I must 
except a delightful story by L. Sprague du Camp, The Ordeal o f  
Professor Klein. The Professor thinks to have discovered a Rosetta 
Stone which will enable him to decipher the language of the planet 
61 Cygni A VI and “ the lost epics of the Hrata Empire ” ; and all he 
finds is an advertisement, “ Use Prvny’s Excellent Soap ” .

To return to Mutants. They are frequently as near a genre villain 
as scientifiction—where the heroes are often negroid or even occa
sionally Russian just to show how different and more tolerant a 
world the future is—permits. One of the most terrifying stories I 
remember reading is of a spaceship which has been exposed to cosmic 
radiation. A touch of realism turns to horror. Like all ships this one 
is infested with rats. As they reproduce frequently, a mutated strain 
provoked by the radiations is soon developed : they evolve a high 
intelligence and begin to take over the ship which does not dare to 
land its monstrous cargo on the earth.

At best mutants are seldom moved by normal considerations. 
Though not necessarily anti-social they are frequently a-social and 
do not see life in terms of ordinary people. In Simak’s City, for 
instance, though they could help if they wished, they see no reason to 
abandon their individual isolation, as earth sinks into a sterile Utopia, 
deserted by men.

Utopias are generally sterile. It is difficult, I suppose, to get a story 
out of them. Usually it is either their approach which is stressed, as 
in Van Vogt's Harmoniser, or their abandonment as in Clark’s 
Against the Fall o f Night. But then Utopias, ever since Plato, nearly 
always have been dull.

A much more common theme is the clash with an alien culture. Its 
representatives are today seldom the terrifying Martians of Wells' 
War o f the Worlds. Occasionally, like the Vampire Dreeghs in 
Asylum or the invaders in Frank Belknap Long’s The Critters they 
are hostile. Usually, however, the conflict results through income 
prehension, because they are utterly alien. John Wyndham's silicon 
based life-form in And the Walls Come Tumbling Down who are 
destroyed by sound frequencies ; the unfortunate explorers from 
another planet in Meteor who are mistaken for ants on earth and 
casually annihilated ; or the botanical civilisation on Venus which
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breeds men to provide carbon dioxide as we breed plants for oxygen. 
It is astonishing how well many of these authors can feel themselves 
into non-hiimah thought forms, so that Clark, for instance, in 
Second Dawn, can render convincingly the psychology of a civilisa
tion that is advanced but completely without mechanics—for its 
exponents are hoOved.

Even if they do resemble humans, visitors from beyond are 
frequently misunderstood. In Ray Bradbury’s Ylla a Martian 
woman dreams of strangers from space. When they arrive they are 
shot by her jealous husband. In The Power a magician is visited in 
the middle ages by an alien whom, in his ignorance, he destroys. In 
Fritz Leibner’s The Ship Sails at Midnight such a visitor falls in love 
with humans and is killed by them. In Keyhole like the story of the 
psychologist who, observing a chimpanzee, found the chimpanzee 
observing him, a mooncreature who is being studied by Professors, 
has been planted there in order to study them. In a powerful parable 
by Theodore Sturgeon, Farewell to Eden, an idyllic couple land on 
Earth and are torn to pieces by humans. A man and a woman, 
disgusted by this, decide to leave earth. They land upon an unknown 
planet. . .  and are torn to pieces by its inhabitants.

Most of these clashes of cultures are envisaged pessimistically. 
Yet the most affecting that I have come across deals with the 
inverse of this situation : Lester del Rey’s The Years Draw Nigh. 
Men have spread across the solar system and found the relics of a 
civilisation on Mars, all life long extinguished. They send out 
further voyagers throughout the Universe and find no other in
habited planets : except one where the same ruins as of the Martian 
civilisation confront them, all life long extinguished.

From the loneliness of this it is pleasant to turn to the success with 
which two sharply commercial caterpillars from Betelgeuse impose 
themselves on the world’s capitalists in Betelgeuse Bridge.

Contacts with alien civilisations apart, planetary exploration is 
the most romantic theme in Science-Fiction. Here, instead of 
sophisticated speculation, is high adventure: grizzled traders on the 
far-flung outposts of the galaxy, strange planets and the indomitable 
men who conquer them. Curious worlds may be met, Mechanistra 
of Symbiotica or the peculiar asteroid in David Fleming’s Mirage 
that employs every part of itself, even its mountains and metals, in 
an attempt to destroy the man who has landed on it. Throughout the 
galaxy great ships slide across the darkness looking for new horizonSi 
Occasionally there is tragedy here also, as in Simak’s Beachhead
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where an exploration team finds itself trapped forever in a world in 
which mechanical gadgets, from watches to spaceships, cease to 
function. Nearly always, however, there is an exhilaration to these 
stories and the hardpressed men win through. Sometimes indeed 
they can even be lighthearted, as in Sprague du Camp’s Git Along 
where someone tries to start a dude ranch amongst the reptile 
inhabitants of a planet in the Procyonic system.

The actual mechanics of Space travel are today a less frequent 
subject. I remember a magnificent story that centres around the 
cosmic equivalent of a hurricane ; and writers like Heinlein some
times concentrate on the human problem, when pilots have rows 
with their wives, or suffer, as combat pilots do, from spacesickness.

One other subject apart, and this I shall revert to in a moment, 
almost all Science-Fiction will fall into one or other of these cate
gories. There are, of course, some stories which belong to none of 
them. Van Vogt’s Vault o f the Beast is a problem in pure mathe
matics—bow to shortcircuit a time lock geared to an infinite prime 
number; Bradbury’s Murderer declares war on the obsessive 
mechanical civilisation, and begins to smash equipment whenever 
he can reach it ; Kuttner’s By These Presents, is the old tale of the 
man who sold his soul, like Faust, to the devil; in stories like 
Simak’s Census where dogs are made to talk and some of Bradbury’s 
sketches, it is difficult to decide where Science-Fiction ends and the 
old-fashioned fairy story begins ; and Heinlein’s Long Watch is a 
study in solitary heroism amongst deadly atomic radiations.

There is one theme, however, which seems to be more popular 
than any other : the end of civilisation and beyond. The horrifying 
thing about these stories is not their possibility—after all we sleep 
despite the Hydrogen bomb—but the way the authors envisage 
humanity’s general reaction to the apocalypse. Few behave well. 
The particular heroes of the story excepted, mankind in general 
gives way to sordid panics or dull stoicism. There is little self- 
sacrifice or heroism, hardly any splendour.

Even a Utopian invention that permits the reproduction of any 
articles whatsoever from the atombanks of the earth or the atmos
phere, results, because money and media of exchange can be imme
diately reduplicated, in anarchy and mob violence. Only in John 
Wyndham’s Day o f the Triffids is there some suggestion of un- 
hysterical reactions. The gallant attempts to rally seldom succeed, 
but at least the victims are game. Perhaps it is because Wyndham is 
English, and we in Europe have had more experience of the resistance
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■of the spirit under bombardment than is dreamt of in Washington.
Occasionally, as in The X-I Effect, the calamity may come from 

outside the Universe or from invasion, but this is much less frequent 
than it used to be. The Day o f the Triffids results from experiments 
in biological warfare. In Bradbury’s Embroidery the world is des
troyed as the result of a hydrogen bomb experiment. Everywhere 
there is a feeling of appalled helplessness, such as we have begun to 
know in reality since the return of the Japanese ships from the bom
barded atoll. Only for the Scientifiction author this helplessness is 
pervasive. The destruction of Atlantis, fifteen millennia ago, was 
probably the result of her scientists dabbling with the atom.

Sometimes the eschatological visions are of other worlds. In 
Azimov’s Nightfall, one of the most ingenious stories I know, a 
planet surrounded by six suns has never had any experience of dark
ness, so that when there is eventually an eclipse, its people go mad.

Frequently even the survivors of the calamity make a mess of 
what remains to them. In Into Thy Hands only robots survive across 
the centuries, and so corrupt the world that ironically they recreate 
man to give it a cleaner, less corrupt master. In To People a New 
World such men as do survive the catastrophe do so in simple 
pastoral communities, yet one of them murders his brother Abel. . .  
always the cycle starts again.

Most vividly I remember one story, read long ago, of the one 
creature left upon earth. He is the pilot of the plane that dropped 
the bomb which destroyed all other life even down to the grasses. 
Badly injured, tormented by visions of the past, he drags what is left 
of his body ever nearer to an unknown goal. It is only when he 
reaches the sea that he realises how, subconsciously, his will has 
kept him alive until he can present his rotting body to the waters and 
the infinitesimal bacteriophages therein can work upon his carcase 
and the whole cycle of evolution begin again. Thalassa, Thalassa.

A large quantity of Science-Fiction today makes depressing 
reading. Planetary exploration apart, the pervasive tone is pessi
mistic. This is no fault of the authors, who are merely reflecting the 
ideas in which they live, most of them American. Nothing could 
be more typical of this than the difference between the idiosyncrasy 
of characterisation in Wells’s War o f the Worlds and the psycho
logically undistinguishable typecasting in the recent film of the 
subject. For the modern author in the West the background picture 
is of the worst of the American way of life on a galactic scale. Even 
the eagerness of the exploration stories can be traced back to the
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cult of the pioneers. In Heinlein and a few other honourable 
exceptions, thinking is done in terms of masses, and mankind in 
general is a mob which, unindividualised and undistinguished, 
behaves on the lowest common denominator. Power in the hands of 
blustering Senators who apply the ethics of the Middle West to the 
planets ; politics by great corporations ; philosophy by advertising ; 
hot-dog stands amongst the Martian cities, graft democracy and 
capitalism run wild ; all are accepted as normal behaviour patterns. 
There is the insubordination, an exaltation of the personal grudge so 
familiar from American war films. Certainly this is better than the 
more ridiculous manifestations of the stiff British upper lip or of 
Prussian military efficiency, but is it the way to conquer planets ? 
I am inclined to doubt it.

These things are taken for granted, just as it is taken for granted 
that scientists will be cooped up behind the military as they are in 
Las Alamos ; taken for granted but not necessarily approved of. 
The most noticeable trait in Bradbury's writing is his disgust at the 
contamination of a beautiful Universe by the cheap vulgarity of our 
contemporary culture. In general there is a dislike of cities, a 
longing to return to the quiet “ little home town ” world of the turn 
Of the century. In some ways many of the science-fiction authors 
seem to be working out the American guilt-complex about the new 
imperialist role thrust upon her. It is probably unconscious, but it 
comes through. One must remember that most of these young 
writers are probably academics and liberals ; they can sense trends 
and have too Often seen their predictions come true. Almost all 
their societies of the future are, however regretfully, totalitarian ; 
and in some way their subconscious is perhaps conveying the same 
warning Jack London long ago brought out in The Iron Heel. 
Perhaps this is the last gasp of American radicalism in literature. 
But what a different radicalism from the optimistic liberalism of 
H. G. Wells. Their text seems to be “ If God had made the 
world perfect, Man would have reformed i t ” .

Not that the atmosphere is always depressing. The writing, how
ever, usually is. Ray Bradbury’s heavily jewelled prose apart, it is 
almost impossible to distinguish individual authors by their style. 
A few superficial things, like Pagett’s fondness for the more hackneyed 
lines from Omar Khayyam, are the only clues. Nor is the psychology 
very subtle. Characters usually come in three brands, good, bad and 
neurotic. Occasionally, as in Bernard Wolfe’s Self-Portrait, there 
may be some attempt at character study ; mbre usually the best that
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can be said, even of the good writers, is that the psychology now
adays is not so crude that it interferes with our appreciation of the 
story.

When the time is in the hear future, and fantasy is kept on a tight 
rein, as in Heinlein or Leiber, there may be a good grasp of the 
social scene. The chief weakness, however, lies in construction. Too 
frequently we are overwhelmed with new and unusual ideas before 
the story has got going, and as it jerkily proceeds we remain con
fused. Unfortunately when the architectonic is good, the ideas are 
seldom as ingenious as those of a less accomplished author. In 
Azimov alone does one sometimes find that rarest of gifts, to keep 
various strands of fantasy moving together without contradiction of 
confusion and make a story of them. Arthur C. Clarke occasionally 
succeeds in doing the same, for he has a gift of surprise, and manages 
to maintain an agreeable suspense as his story progresses.

From the foregoing it must be obvious that something of interest is 
happening in Science-Fiction. New authors are playing with new 
and fascinating ideas, themes of possible epic or tragic intensity are 
floating around. So far, while many are very readable, the man who 
can combine the full value of the new themes with a really first-elass 
prose style is still to come : but when he does he will owe very much 
to these, his predecessors.
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MUSIC: DELUSIONS AND FALLACIES

The Editor of The European.
Sir,

After I had completed my Musical Delusions effort, it occurred to 
me that I had omitted to deal with a particularly grotesque and 
ridiculous contemporary manifestation of what I may call Puritanism 
in music. As we know, to the pure all things are pure, to the Puritan 
nothing. Now in these latter days we hear much chatter about 
“ Baroque” organs, as the right and proper instruments on which to 
perform Bach and the other Matsers of his epoch and earlier. Organs 
are being built with what we are told is the correct “ baroque ” tone 
quality for the clearly articulated performance of Bach, which, in the 
event, turns out to be, as I  had occasion to remark when one such 
instrument was demonstrated by the chartered fanatic expounder 
thereof, “ a nasty sour vinegary noise,”  and actually as unlike the 
mellow old organs of the eighteenth century that can be still heard 
round about as can well be imagined. The ridiculous misuse of the 
term baroque in this connection could hardly be exaggerated. 
Baroque art is a rich, sumptuous, gorgeous, dramatic, even, if you 
like, somewhat theatrical manifestation ; classical examples of 
which are Sant’ Ignazio and II Gesii in Rome, Bernini’s St. Teresa 
of Avila receiving the stigmata, Santa Susanna in the via Venti 
Settembre in the same city, and in my own motherland of Sicily in 
such burgeoning efflorescences as the Casa Professa and Santa 
Caterxna in Palermo, which a young contemporary English writer 
(Peter Cronin in The Golden Honeycomb) has both the good taste 
and good sense to appreciate for the masterpieces they are. BUT, 
and this is what I want to stress, there is absolutely nothing on earth 
common in spirit between these things, with their ardent full- 
blooded generosity of feeling and emotion, with the dried-up dessi- 
cated ingrowing-virginity sounding “ baroque ” organ as pro
pagandised by its addicts.

These people, Sir, do not stop there. They even demand that we 
shall “ hear Bach’s music as far as possible as he himself heard it ”. 
Now a little scrutiny into conditions and times shows us the complete 
and utter absurdity of this. In the first place, it was, we are assured, 
no uncommon thing for half a dozen or more oboes to be used in the 
Bach orchestra against a body of strings VERY much smaller than 
we are accustomed to. It is known that the oboe of Bach’s time had 
a penetrating, acid, harsh quality that makes it intolerable to modem 
ears INDOORS let alone in such numbers. A modern audience
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can no more think its hearing back into the hearing of Bach’s time 
than a modern audience could listen to or understand a Shakespeare 
or Marlow play in the pronunciation of its period, for it would be 
almost completely incomprehensible. Further, the defects of in
struments in Bach’s time were notorious, and it is difficult to believe 
that he or any other great Master had they had available modem 
instruments, with their vastly increased compass, variety, ease and 
flexibility of control and refinement of tone quality would not have 
most eagerly availed themselves thereof.

The case of the harpsichord is quite a different kettle of fish, and 
when works written originally for this instrument are performed on 
the piano they are, in fact, being played on an instrument with an 
entirely different method of tone production, and a vastly different 
tone quality. The revival of the use of these beautiful instruments due 
to the genius of two very great artists, Wanda Landowska and the 
late Mrs. Violet Gordon Woodhouse, not to mention the late Mr. 
Arnold Dolmetsch and his family, is greatly to be welcomed, but it 
is in another category altogether from that of the organ, “ baroque” 
or modern.

Yours, etc.,
K. S. Sorabji.

Rowbarrow,
Corfe Castle,
Wareham,
Dorset.

EUROPEAN SOCIALISM

To the Editor of The European.
Sir,

For once I feel that I must cross swords with ‘ European ’ on 
his appraisal of the present impasse in relation to the problems 
confronting British Railways. Whilst agreeing wholeheartedly in 
his condemnation of bureaucratic nationalisation as the panacea 
of its ills, I cannot accept without question the too easy solution 
of syndicalism as being the final and irrevocable answer.

Even if this method of getting the best of both worlds had been 
proved in other industrial spheres by practical application, I 
contend that its limitations would prove its undoing in the intricate 
and over-lapping problems of the undertaking in question.

In this first instance, ‘ European ’ has often told us in the past 
that the nationalisation of the railways came too late to be of any 
real use as they had already become out-dated and no longer a 
profitable venture for further capital outlay.

We are all aware of the colossal expenditure required to
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modernise the already outworn and OVer-lOaded rolling stock, 
and the necessary overhaul needed to ensure the safety of the track 
before the demand for speedier travel and transport could be 
elfected, and added to this would be the renovations to the cold, 
bare and inhospitable stations so familiar and distasteful to the 
unfortunate traveller.

How easy it is to suggest that the necessary capital could be 
found on a debenture basis from the investing public. If it is true 
that the stock holders under private ownership prior to 
nationalisation were anxious to unload their holdings, I fail to 
visualise the queue of prospective investors anxious to risk their 
capital in an undertaking which for over two decades (with the 
exception of the war years) was not considered a profitable risk;

The present situation appears to be a vicious circle. The 
financial prospects cannot improve without fresh capital, and free 
enterprise capital will not be forthcoming until prospects improve. 
If I may be allowed to draw a comparison in the two attempts of 
the present Conservative administration to unscramble steel and 
road transport, the willingness of free capital to re-invest has not 
been particularly encouraging.

It would become a first principle of the owner-workers under 
a syndicalised system to prove that their concern was a sound 
investment before any opportunity of inducing public monies to 
their assistance could even be contemplated.

How is this alluring prospectus to be substantiated by fact ? 
Does ‘ European ’ seriously suggest that the workers are capable 
of satisfactorily agreeing that A, B and C are redundant but that 
X, Y and Z are essential to the efficient running of the jointly 
owned concern ? Even this pre-supposes that these same workers 
will accept the premise that redundancy actually exists, and this is 
highly problematical.

It is obvious that ‘ European ’ was not employed in a co-operative 
undertaking during the ‘ Hungry Thirties’, but I can assure him 
from personal experience that any attempt on the part of one 
section of the workers in any concern to convince another section 
in the same undertaking that either one or the other is redundant 
is doomed to failure and could only result in complete chaos.

The same weakness in the human character which is responsible 
for the failure of nationalisation would prove the pons asinorum 
of syndicalist co-operation.

If the human character were primarily composed of those virtues 
which place the wellbeing of Others in the forefront of human 
endeavour then the parable of “ The Good Samaritan ” would 
never have featured as the greatest of the lessons of Christ, nor 
would charity be considered the greatest of all human virtues. 
Furthermore, and here lies the sting, if human frailty could be over
come to make syndicalism a practical success, the same could also 
be said of nationalisation, and the necessity of scrapping the one 
to introduce the other would never arise.
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We must be prepared to concede some semblance of realist 
appraisal of the situation to those already engaged in the railways 
undertaking, otherwise even the discussion of the concept of new 
principles would be superfluous. Allowing this as a first premise, 
we must also appreciate that it is already fully understood that 
many of those at present employed are redundant, but not admitted, 
and this in itself poses the biggest problem of all.

It is always the other fellow> but never me, who should be asked 
to relinquish his job so that I can keep mine, and this attitude 
Will harden as the prospect of worker-ownership arises over the 
horizon.

The problem is not so simple as ‘ European ’ would have us believe. 
The suggestion that the workers would engage competent managers 
to plan and run their concern is another instance pf sound theory 
but so far untried as a practical application. The employers of 
the manager wpuld be the workers in their entirety, and woe beticle 
any manager who attempted to dispense with the services of a 
section of his employers. He would soon be seeking a new 
managership.

Ever since the first introduction of the thesis of syndicalism I 
haye viewed it with misgiving, and though it is true to say that 
I wish to belieye in its practicability, and that the wish is often 
father to the thought, my attempts in this direction have so far 
only resulted in a stillboin child.

I have never yet known where authority vested in a collective 
has been a practical success. For over a quarter of a century 
I have been condemning the committee structure of administrative 
authority in favour of the leadership principle, and to me syndicalism 
seems to bp a retrogressive step because it negates the idea of auth
ority and responsibility vested in one man, in favour of a 
syndicalised cominune where the manager will be the ‘ buck ’ 
tvhich is passed from section to section of the syndicate.

If private enterprise could not make the railways a profitable 
undertaking, and the weakness of the human character denies 
success to both nationalisation and syndicalism, then only two 
alternatives remain. Either we must invest from the national 
exchequer at the taxpayers’ expense to bring the railways up to 
modern standards of efficiency, and be prepared to accept them as 
a public service and a legitimate charge on the Treasury, or they 
must be scrapped and the way made clear for new modes and systems 
of transport.

If I might refer in conclusion to the final paragraph in 
“ Analysis ” on this subject, there is no sense in thawing the frozen 
system, if after the thaw we find that life had become extinct during 
the freezing process.

Yours, etp.,
JopN W: Charnley.

Well’s Stores,
Burscough Bridge, Lancs.
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THE FALL OF FRANCE

To the Editor of The European.
Sir,

The comments by P. G. Wright on the review by D.M. of The 
Fall o f France contain two passages which may, perhaps, be 
answered by a third person.

Your correspondent believes that the British people in 1940 felt a 
“  hatred . . .  for the Nazi tyranny ” which was not displayed in 
France. It was in Britain, however, only a few weeks before the out
break of hostilities, that the drift towards war with Germany was 
condemned by the largest audience ever assembled at an indoor 
political demonstration.

P. G. Wright’s attempted comparison of the fall of Paris in 1940 
with that of Berlin five years later indicates a total ignorance of 
the historically significant. The Battle of France was a secondary war, 
i.e. a conflict between opponents sharing a common civilisation. 
The war of 1940 did not affect the Western way of life as a whole, 
and the irreplaceable treasures of Paris remain as part of our Euro
pean heritage, while the battles which were quelled at the city’s gates 
are already little more than pages in a military text-book. The 
Eastern campaigns, however, contained all the aspects of primary 
warfare. The course of history has been changed and our own 
civilisation has been saved from obliteration only (on Sir Winston’s 
own admission) by the fortuitous predominance of the U.S.A. in 
nuclear weapons. The fall of Berlin to the racial and spiritual descen
dants of Kublai Khan’s Mongols was the final act of a tragedy 
which has had no parallel for seven hundred years.

In 1940 the French leaders were faced with the choice of defending 
or preserving their capital. At the time of the Russian entry into 
Berlin, however, a similar consideration by the German commanders 
would have been purely academic ; the question had long since been 
decided by the British cabinet and/or Prime Minister and the decision 
had been implemented with undisguised enthusiasm by our Air 
Marshals.

Yours, etc.,
A. E. M ayne.

42 Mathews Park Avenue,
London, E.15.

To the Editor of The European.
Sir,

Mr. P. G. Wright, referring to my review of Sir Edward Spears’ 
book The Fall o f France, asks whether I  would “ censure Hitler ” 
for his defence of Berlin in 1945. The answer is that I would not. 
In defending Berlin, Hitler was defending what had become an
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outpost of Western civilisation. Although Germany was already 
defeated, the longer Berlin held out the smaller would be the area 
occupied by the Russians. The National Socialist leaders imagined 
that politicians among the Allies might realise the danger which 
the Soviets on the Elbe would be for their own countries. Sir 
Winston Churchill’s recent allusion to a telegram he thinks he sent, 
or meant to send, to Field-Marshal Montgomery, seems to show 
that Hitler and Goebbels were not altogether wrong in this.

As to the other question in Mr. Wright’s letter, whether the 
English would have held out longer than the French, had they also 
faced German armour in 1940, the answer is a matter of surmise. 
The point I made was that the defiant speeches delivered by politic
ians in both countries (from which I quoted) were almost word 
for word the same, but that Sir Winston Churchill’s remained, 
through no fault of his, empty rhetoric.

Mr. Wright claims that “ the hatred of the British people for the 
Nazi tyranny ” would have made all the difference ; but hatred 
is a poor substitute for tanks and guns. If it were not so, there 
would be no need for our present burden of armament, since 
nearly everyone hates the Soviet tyranny.

Yours, etc.,
D.M.

For holiday and business travel to all parts of Spain, Spanish Morocco 
and Canary Islands
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will be pleased to supply literature, brochures and individual quota
tions, air, rail and steamer reservations, hotel bookings, excursions, 
etc., all at inclusive costs.
Agents throughout U.K. American Agents: Columbian Tourist 
Agency, Hotel Winslow, Madison Avenue, 55th Street, New York 22, 
N.Y.

Full details from SPANISH TRAVEL BUREAU, 17 Coventry 
Street, London, W.l. Telephones: Gerrard 1596 and 9537-8.

For European tours please apply for free brochure to Challis & 
Benson Ltd.. 8 South Molton Street, London. W.l. Telephone: 
Grosvenor 8861 (8 lines).
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